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SOMMAIRE

Les ressources petroli^res mondiales sont en voie de tarissement. On lvalue ̂  un demi-

si&cle encore 1'exploitation de ces ressources jusqu'^ leur 6puisement total. Au cours des

demi&res annees, Ie p6trole a 6t6 substitud par une autre source d'6nergie en exploitant les

importantes reserves de charbon. Le Canada occupe un rang privilege par rapport aux

pays poss6dant une telle ressource fossile. Meme si la teneur en soufre contenu dans Ie

charbon canadien est elev^e, la possibility d'exploitadon peut dans un proche avenir

s'avdrer competidve sur Ie march6 mondial.

U existe une nouvelle technologie, dite propre, pour la combustion du charbon en

lit fluidis6 circulant permettant une reducdon considerable des dmissions de SQ; et N0^.

Le SOz, par exemple, est capture sous forme solide par du calcaire ou de la dolomite

ajout6 dans 1'alimentation. Au Canada, il existe un certain intdret pour Ie developpement

d'une telle technologie relive a la combustion du charbon. Au niveaux mondial, on trouve

Ie meme interet avec de nombreux des projets de construcdon de Lits Fluidis6s Circulants

(LFCs) aux Etats-Unis, en Italic, en France, en Allemagne, en Angleterre, au Danemark,

en Su&de et ailleurs.

Depuis quelques ann6es, on m&ne beaucoup d'activit6s de recherche dans Ie

domaine de la modelisation des LFCs atm d'am61iorer les efficacies des installations

existantes et mieux controler les emissions gazeuses. Cet int6r6t est due au fait que les

LFCs sont consid&es comme une technologie efficace qui vise ̂  remplacer les methodes

traditionnelles de combustion dans les applications thermiques de grande puissance.



L'objectifde ce projet est d'effecmer la simuladon d'un lit fluidis6 circulant (LFC)

^ 1'aide du simulateur de proc6d6s ASPEN PLUS (systfeme avanc6 pour Ie g6nie des

precedes) et valider Ie module par les donn^es expCnmentales de l'unit6 pilote ̂  LFC de

CANMET existante ̂  Ottawa.

ASPEN PLUS est un excellent outil pour la simulation et 1'analyse des precedes

en g6nie chimique qui a 6t6 test6 depuis longtemps. ASPEN PLUS est un programme de

simulation modulaire qui a une libraire d'op^ration unitaire. Puisqu'il n'existe pas

d'op6ration unitaire dans ASPEN PLUS pour repr&enter Ie LFC, on doit d6velopper notre

module avec la combinaison des operations unitau-es existantes dans ASPEN PLUS aprfes

avoir respectes les aspects hydrodynamiques et r^actionnels propres aux LFCs. Done,

nous avons envisage d'implanter les modules des rdacteurs existants sur ASPEN PLUS

pour simuler Ie fonctionnement d'une unit6 pilot 2l LFC.

On se propose done de developper et mettre en oeuvre un module de simulation du

reacteur pilote de CANMET qui utilise de fagon la plus appropri^e les capacitds d'ASPEN

PLUS et incoipore les effets de 1'hydrodynamique du r^acteur. Nonnalement, pour simuler

Ie comportement d'un Ut fluidise circulant, il faut int6grer Ie mod&le hydrodynamique et

les modules reacdonnels. L'essentiel de ce present travail consistait ^ d6velopper des

modules mathematiques, programmables en code Fortran, et ̂  les implanter sur ASPEN

PLUS pour la caract^risation hydrodynamique, la capture de SOz et la cinetique de

combustion du char.
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Pour mod61iser Ie LFC, on divise Ie tube de mont6e en deux parties: la partie dense

et la partie diluee. Chacune des parties est se site de certames reactions de combustion

du charbon. En fait, quatre 6tapes de r6acdons ont 6t6 consid6r6es pour la combustion du

charbon :

1- D^volatilisation et combustion des volatiles

2- Combustion du carbone fixe "char"

3- Formation des N0^

4- Absorption du SO; par 1'absorbant

fl faut bien mendonner que toutes les r^acdons peuvent se produire dans les deux zones

du lit, sauf la premiere reaction qui a lieu uniquement dans la partie dense.

L'approche utilise pour la simulation du LFC est de diviser Ie lit en une serie de

r^acteurs. Dans chaque reacteur, des reactions diff&entes se produisent. Avant

d'effectuer ces r^acdons, il est n6cessaire de d6composer Ie charbon en ses diff&ents

composes dans un reacteur RYIELD, afm de les faire reagir s6par6ment. Ce bloc calcule

Ie d6bit de chacun des composes. Le deuxi&me r6acteur, "RSTOIC ", est utilise pour la

combustion des volatiles et les reactions correspondantes sont les suivantes :

c + ^02 => co

S + 02 => SO;

H; + '/lOz =» HzO

Taux de conversion de carbone=0.3132

Taux de conversion de soufre =1.00

Taux de conversion d'hydrog&ne=1. 00

Ces taux de conversion sont consid6r6s comme des hypoth&ses simplificataices du
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problbme.

Le courant de sortie du deuxi&me rdacteur est ding6 vers 1c r6acteur parfaitement

m61ang6 RCSTR. Dans ce bloc, les reactions suivantes se produisent :

C + 1/202 => CO

CO + ^0; => CO;

Pour simuler ces reactions dans Ie r&icteur RCSTR, un module cin6tique, en code fortran,

a et6 d^veloppe. Le mod&le foumi au bloc les donn6es n6cessaires pour calculer les

conversions du C et du CO.

Un r6acteur REQXHL est utilise pour mod61iser la formation de N0^. Dans ce

bloc, les reactions suivantes atteignent l'6quilibre:

^N; + 1/202 => NO

YzN; + 02 =» NO;

NS + l/20z => NzO

Les ph6nom^nes concemant 1'absorption de SOz dans Ie LFC out 6t6 mod61is6s

avec un reacteur RSTOIC. Les reactions suivantes se produisent dans ce bloc:

CaC03 =» CaO+COi CTaux de conversion de CaC03=1. 00)
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CaO + SO; + ^02 => CaS04

Les taux de conversion de la deuxi&me r6acdon ont 6t6 d6termin6s ̂  partir d'une cinedque

de capture du SO; sur des particules de CaO. Cette cindtique fut cod6e en Fortran et

permet de calculer la conversion pour la reaction simul6e par Ie r&icteur RSTOIC.

La partie diluee du lit fluidis6 a 6t6 divis6e en trois sections. Dans chaque section,

trois phenomenes se produisent. Nous avons consid6r6 que la premi&re etape de la

combustion (devolatilisation et combustion des volatiles) se passe exclusivement dans la

partie dense. Pour la fin de la modelisation de la combustion dans chaque zone, on utilise

les trois demiers reacteurs appliques pour la partie dense. Comme Ie calcaire est une

mati&re non stable, on suppose que la calcination a lieu uniquement dans la partie dense

du LFC. L'ordre des reacteurs est comme suit: RCSTR, REQXJIL et RSTOIC.

Une des hypotheses simplificatrices de notre simulation est de consid6rer un

ecoulement piston pour Ie gaz et Ie solide dans la partie dilute. Nous avons modelise cet

effet en utilisant trois r6acteurs RCSTR. Chaque section et la partie dense du LFC est

caract6ris6e ^ 1'aide d'une fracdon de vide moyenne qui a 6te exprimee ^ 1'aide d'un

modele hydrodynamique. Le mod&le hydrodynamique est incorpor6 comme bloc Fortran

^ la simulation.

Le courant de mati&re de sortie du lit est dirige dans un sdparateur pour soutirer

enti&rement Ie solide present dans Ie flux de gaz. Ce solide, par la suite, est envoy6 dans
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un autre separateur "FSPLFT". La majority de ce solide est envoy6e ^ la parde dense du

LFC et consdtue Ie courant de recirculation du solide dans Ie LFC. Le reste du solide

quitte Ie syst&me. La valeur typique du taux de recu-culation du solide pour Ie LFC est

de 50 lcg/(m2. sec).

Les propri^tes physico-chimiques n6cessaires pour calculer les difterents paramfetres

dans la simulation out 6t6 obtenues dans la litt6rature. Les donn^es exp6rimentales de

l'unit6 pilote ̂  LFC de CANMET ̂  Ottawa ont 6t6 utilis^es pour valider 1c mod&le. Pour

s'assurer une validation du programme de simulation, les valeurs obtenues sur 1'unite

pilote pour 14 cas diff6rents de conditions op^ratoires ont 6t6 utilises. Les predictions du

mod&le se sont av6r^es en tr&s ban accord avec les donn6es exp6rimentales de l'unit6.

Notre module de la simulation pr6dit bien les profils d'oxyg&ne et de monoxyde de

carbone, mais 1'unite pilote existante & Ottawa ne permet pas d'obtenir ces profils. Par

consequence, il n'a pas 6t6 possible de valider les profils pr^dits par Ie module de fagon

quantitative. Durant des essais de combustion dans un LFC qui ont  t  eu lieu ^

l'Universit6 de la Colombie Britannique, les profils de concentration d'oxyg&ne et de

monoxyde de carbone ont 6t6 mesures. De fa^on qualitative, la comparaison entre les

predictions du module et les profils experimentaux est raisonnablement concordante.

Finalement, avec 1'aide d'ASPEN PLUS, nous avons simule certains mecanismes

physico-chimiques ayant lieu ̂  1'interieur du LFC. L'6valuation du mod&le montre qu'il

peut r6pond aux objectifs initialement fix6s.



ABSTRACT

The objective of this project is the development of a design simulation program for

Circuladng Fluidized Bed coal Combustors (CFBCs) using the ASPEN PLUS simulator.

ASPEN PLUS has been widely accepted in the chemical industry as a design tool because

of its ability to simulate various chemical processes. Furthermore, ASPEN PLUS has the

flexibility to allow the insertion of Fortran codes into the flowsheet computations. For

these reasons, ASPEN PLUS was chosen as a framework for the development of a CFBC

process simulation. Generally, chemical reactions such as the combustion of coal take

place in a wide variety of process and reactor types. In ASPEN PLUS, six models are

available for chemical reactor simulations involving solids. However, since there is no

CFBC model provided by ASPEN PLUS, we must develop our own using the tools

offered by ASPEN PLUS. In order to accurately simulate CFBCs, two models must be

developed simultaneously: a hydrodynamic model and a combustion model.

The hydrodynamic model allows the distribution of gas and solids in the CFBC to

be determined. Simplifying assumptions were made regarding the hydrodynamic of a

CFBC. Our model considers that the CFBC is divided into two regions: a lower region

and an upper region. The boundary between these regions is determined by the secondary

injection point.

The combustion model allows for the determination of the chemical changes and the heat
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released during combustion. The following basic steps of the coal combustion process are

considered in the model:

1- Devolatilization and volatile combustion

2- Char combustion

3- NO, formation

4- SO; absorption (Limestone-sulphur dioxide reactions).

To simulate the operation ofaCFBC, several ASPEN PLUS unit operation blocks

are combined together. To model the lower region, five ASPEN PLUS unit operation

blocks, comprising RYIELD (Yield reactor), RSTOIC (Stoichiometric reactor), RCSTR

(Continuous stirred tank reactor), REQUIL(Equilibrium reactor) and another RSTOIC are

applied in the order listed. To model the upper region, the dilute bed is divided into 3

sections. Three ASPEN PLUS unit operation blocks, RCSTR, REQUIL and RSTOIC are

applied in each secdon. It is assumed that steps 2, 3 and 4 in the coal combustion process

occur in each section of the upper region and they are modelled using RCSTR, REQUIL

and RSTOIC, respecdvely. For the RCSTR in the lower region and in each section of the

upper region, the kinedc models are developed using the data and models from the

literature. The developed kinetic models must be inserted into the flowsheet as a

subroutine for all unit operation blocks where they are required. A mathematical model

has been developed for the absorption of SOz in the bed. A mathematical model has also

been developed to calculate the mean void fraction in the lower region and in each section

of the upper region. All models, which are developed as fortran code, are then nested
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in the ASPEN PLUS input file so that the CFBC simulation program may be executed.

The physico-chemical properties needed to compute the various parameters in the

simulation model were taken from the literature. Experimental data from a pilot plant at

Energy Research laboratories, CANMET-Ottawa, were used to validate our simulation.

The predicted results by the model are realistic and favourably agree with the experimental

data. The accuracy of data published in the literature regarding the CO combusdon rate

was also justified. The end product of this study is the first process simulation program

for a CFBC unit using ASPEN PLUS.
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EWRODUCTION

Canada has tremendous coal reserves in its western and maritime provinces. These

reserves are sufficiently large to supply Canadians with energy for many years to come.

Coal has the potendal to satisfy the increasing rate of the world's energy demand. The

energy associated with coal is released as the result of a molecular combination which

produces more stable components. There are many methods for coal combustion including

some tradidonal ones. Among the newer methods, the fluidized bed combusdon received

much attention during the 1960's. Circuladng Fluidized Bed Combustion (CFBC)

technology is being considered as an improvement over the traditional methods associated

with the coal combustion. CFBC is a low cost system, easily operated, which can be used

to obtain energy from even high sulphur coal in an environmentally acceptable manner.

Development of atmospheric CFBC is now passing the fundamental research and

experiment stages.

To simulate a CFBC, the reaction models must be treated simultaneously with the

hydrodynamic parameters respecting the physico-chemical properties and the operating

conditions. In CFBCs, crushed coal, limestone or dolomite and ash particles are fluidized

by the combustion air entering the bottom of the bed and the secondary air injecdon point.

The bed into which the coal particles are burning, is in direct contact with the water tubes

along the endre riser height, producing very high heat transfer rates, thus enabling a

reduction in the size of the unit. In CFBCs, a large portion of the particles exit the bed

with the flue gas due to the high superficial gas velocities utilized. These particles are

then carried to the cyclone located at the riser outlet. Herein, the particles are separated

from the exhaust and recycled into the CFBC to promote complete combustion of the coal.

The combustion temperature in the bed is maintained at 850-900 °C, which is lower than



the softening temperature of the ash. CFBCs can be operated at ambient pressure or in a

pressurized condition. Figure 1. 1 shows a schematic ofaCFBC.

Combustion efficiency is affected by bed temperature, gas velocity, bed geometry

and excess air. In coal combustion, the main interest lies in the heat released dunng

combustion while other factors such as emission control are also of great importance.

The combustion of sulphur containing coal produces nitrogen oxides (N0^) and

sulphur dioxide (SO;) which are air pollutants. The quantity of N0^ produced depends on

the nitrogen content of the fuel, the combustion temperature and the amount of oxygen

available for combustion. N0^ forms nitrous and nitric acids with moisture in the air and

contributes to environmental pollution. SO; produces sulphuric and sulphurous acids in

the presence of moisture. These acids constitute the main components of acid rain which

contaminates the water source and the ground. To control any further environmental

deterioration, the emission of combustion products must seriously be reduced.

Furthermore, the combustion of coal results in a variety of other air pollutants. These

pollutants are classified as follows (Meyers, 1981):

1- Particulate: (fly ash and carbon particles)

2- Gases: N0^, CO, NzO and SO;

3- Organic Material: hydrocarbons, PCDD and PCDF

4- Trace elements

In the production of electricity from fossil fuels, the engineer must keep all the above

factors in mind.
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Figure 1. 1 A Schematic of a Circulating Fluidized Bed Combustor



The CFBC exhibits several advantages over solid combusdon methods especially

when high sulphur coal is used. The CFBC, with its large external recirculation and

internal structure of solid particles, is an excellent system to handle any solids. These

CFBC advantages enable a uniform bed temperature, thus operadon of the reactors is

isothennal. One major advantage of CFBCs is their ability to desulphurize the combustion

gases, allowing environmental standards to be met. Since protecting the environment is an

important concern, national, international and regional standards are being defined.

Therefore, this feature makes CFBCs an attracdve alternative to conventional solid

combustion processes.

This smdy focuses on the modelUng CFBCs using the ASPEN PLUS process

simulator. ASPEN PLUS has been largely accq>ted in the chemical industry as a design

tool because of its ability to simulate a variety of steady state processes ranging from

single unit operation units to complex processes involving many units. In addidon,

ASPEN PLUS has the flexibility to allow the insertion of Fortran codes into the

simulation. Some related work has been performed using the ASPEN PLUS simulator in

the past. A brief review of using ASPEN, and its applicability can be found in Douglas

and Young (1991). A number of complex processes including a Coal conversion

simulation, a Methanol synthesis, the Tri-state indirect-liquefaction process, a pressurized

fluidized bed combusdon process for electric power generation and modemng and

simulation of an Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Combustion (AFBC) have been modelled

using ASPEN or ASPEN PLUS. Combustion Engineering Inc. (Wysk, 1982) also used

ASPEN in modelling a Lurgi circulating fluid bed. The approach used here has a low

level of complexity, the goal being the calculadon of the mass and energy balances for the

CFBC. This is the same approach that was used by Young (1986). There are many more



examples in the chemical industry showing the vast application of ASPEN PLUS. For

these reasons, ASPEN PLUS was chosen as a framework for the development ofaCFBC

process simuladon.

This work will be described over five chapters. The first chapter covers some

classical concepts regarding reacdon models and chemistry. For the purpose of the

simuladon, the chemical reactions are classified in term of the main steps describing the

main phenomena associated with coal combustion. Chapter 2 is intended to place the

hydrodynamic modelling of CFBCs in proper perspective . The information provided in

this chapter can be coupled with the reaction models developed in chapter 1 to yield a

comprehensive simulation model for CFBCs. Chapter 3 concerns the development of a

CFBC simulation model, beginning with the review of some previous works. The

development of a simulation model and the required data for the ASPEN PLUS simulation

are then presented. The fourth chapter deals with simulation results and model validation.

it focuses on the model simulation, validation and studies the emission levels of nitrogen

oxides, sulphur dioxide and carbon monoxide. The last chapter provides the conclusion

and recommendadons for future work. The Appendices contain the ASPEN PLUS input

file as well as the computer programs comprising the char particle residence time block,

hydrodynamic block, SOz capture block and user-supplied kinetics subroudnes coded in

Fortran.



CHAPTER 1

REACTION MODELS AND CHEMISTRY

In this chapter, the important reaction steps, that occur during coal combustion are

presented. These will serve at the basis for the simuladon model development.

1.1 COAL COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY

Most of the earth's coal was produced during the carboniferous geological period

almost 325 million years ago. (Gulp, 1991). The carbohydrate components formed during

this process were then converted into hydrocarbon compounds in the absence of air at very

high pressures and temperatures. Coal contains carbon, hydrogen, sulphur, oxygen,

inorganic mineral matters and moisture. The inorganic mineral materials such as pyrite,

qiiartz and calcite clays can be found in various amounts.

Coal is classified according to its heating value (kJ/kg) and its fixed carbon, the

char, contents. The heating value is referred as the heat released during the complete

combusdon of one kilogram of coal. Table 1. 1 shows the coal classification cased on the

heating value and the fixed carbon content. Coal is generally represented using the

following three analyses:

- The proximate analysis

- The ultimate analysis

- The sulphur analysis



Table 1. 1 Coal Classification Based on the Heating Value and the Fixed Carbon

Content

Coal type

1- Anthracite

2- Bituminous

3- High Volatile

4- Sub- bituminous

5- Lignite

Fixed carbon

content (%)

86-95

69-86

46-69

46-60

46-60

Heatmg value

(MJ/kg)

31.33-36. 18

33. 63-36. 18

25.5 - 34.79

19. 25-30. 15

12.76 - 19.25

The proximate analysis provides information about four important characteristics of the

coal:

1- The amount of the moisture in the coal

2- The amount of volatile matter (water, gas, oil and tar) liberated by heating and

decomposition of the coal.

3- The fixed carbon content remaining after all the volatile matter has been

released.

4- The ash content

The ultimate coal analysis yields the mass fraction of carbon (C), Hydrogen (H^,

Oxygen (O;), Nitrogen (N3) and Sulphur (S).



The sulphur analysis gives the sulphur mass fraction in different forms. Sulphur

components in the coal exist in inorganic (pyritic and sulphate) and organic fonns.

Organic sulphur is usually removed by cleaning the coal matrix while pyritic sulphur is

completely oxidized in the bed. (Cooper and Ellingson, 1984). Often, the amount of

energy released during coal combustion is also included in this analysis.

Coal heated in the absence of oxygen decomposes into two main parts: The first

part is rich in volatile matters, while the other, called char, is rich in carbon. Many trace

elements are found in the mineral material of the coal. During combustion, the mineral

material is converted to ash. The trace elements associated with the mineral matter are

potendal air pollutants due to their presence in the fly ash.

When coal enters the bed, the devolatilization process takes place. In this process,

a large variety of physical and chemical changes take place in the coal matrix. The result

is a production of lower molecular weight hydrocarbons and a char residue. The amount

of volatile matter produced depends on the coal type and may vary from 20 to 30% by

weight of the coal (Speight, 1983). Products of the coal devolatilization process are

hydrogen, methane, carbon monoxide, tar and lower weight hydrocarbons (less than Q).

The temperature range dunng which the devolatilizadon process occurs, is between 350-

660 °C (Speight, 1983). The combustible compounds found in the volatile matter react

with oxygen to increase the temperature of the bed. Therefore, the first step in coal

combustion is referred to as the devolatilization and volatile combustion process.

The large amount of heat generated from the reacting gases is then transferred to

the char particles to help their combustion. Consequently, the char particles ignite and



bum slowly. As the reaction may occur on both the outer and the inner surface of the

particles, the kinetics of both the heterogeneous and the homogeneous reacdons are

important in char combustion modelling. Parameters contribudng to combustion

effectiveness are the furnace temperature, the size and the form of the char, the residence

dme of the char particles and the oxygen concentration in the bed. The time required to

bum the volatile matter of a 80 /xm coal particle is about 0. 1 seconds, while the time

required to consume the char particles is significanfly longer (1-3 seconds) (Cooper and

EUingson, 1984). The amount of heat released during the char combusdon depends on the

carbon and oxygen concentradons in the bed. Therefore, most of the heat released in the

combusdon process is related to the conversion of carbon to carbon monoxide and carbon

monoxide to carbon dioxide.

The theoretical oxygen demand to promote complete conversion of carbon can be

calculated for any coal, although in practice more oxygen than theoretically required is

necessary. Combustion in the CFBC takes place with an excess air of 10 to 30%. The

amount of air needed for the combustion process depends on the coal type and the bed

temperature. If the excess air is too low, the combustion efficiency will decrease. High

excess air rates have two different effects on N0^ formadon. First, they increase the

amount of the combustion gases, thus more N0^ formadon is expected. Second, they

decrease the bed temperature, for which less NO, formation is expected.

To bum coal in a CFBC, its temperature must be raised to the ignition temperature.

At this point, coal added to the bed will ignite spontaneously. To control the temperature

and to close the energy balance, heat is transferred through heat exchange tubes to produce

steam.
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Most of the bed material is made up of noncombustibles such as ash and residual

products from the combustion process. The CFBC temperature is normally kept between

550-900 °C. The lower temperature limit is fixed to obtain more effective combustion

while the upper temperature is maintained below the ash melting point.

NO, and N,0 formation in combustion processes result from an oxidation of

nitrogen in the combustion air and in the fuel. The formation of N0^ is highly dependent

upon temperature and excess air. The nitrogen oxides include several nitrogen-based air

poUutants. The most important of these are NO, NOz and NzO. NO is produced from its

elements at the high temperatures found in the CFBC. The reactions concerning NOx

formadon take place slowly and therefore attain a lower overall conversion (Robinson,

1986). In addition, the emission of NO; is normally low when compared to NO

emissions. This is because only a small portion of NO oxide react to form NC»z in the

CFBC (Robinson, 1986). At very high temperatures, the dominant source of NO, is

thermal generadon, which concerns the reactions between air nitrogen and oxygen. At low

temperatures, the dominant source of N0^ is fuel nitrogen oxidation. As reported in the

CFBC literature, at the conditions found in CFBCs, between ten and fifty percent of the

coal nitrogen is converted to nitrogen oxides during combustion (Speight, 1983). Almost

80% of the nitrogen contained in these oxides is associated with fuel bond nitrogen

(Meyers, 1981). Thus, only a small part of the air nitrogen participates in the combustion

process. Low N0^ emissions can be achieved using staged combustion. In staged

combustion, the air used for the combustion is divided into two parts; the first part is

suppUed through the air distributor and the secondary air stream is injected at the bottom

of the upper region. Some published data suggest that N0^ emissions could be controlled

by adding chemical components such as carbon monoxide, char, hydrogen, ammonia and
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unbumed hydrocarbons (Zhao, 1992; Furusawa et al., 1985). Nevertheless, staged

combustion is an acceptable method for reducing NO, emissions in various combustion

systems.

Nitrous oxide (NzO) emissions have been recognized as a harmful air pollutant.

Recently, more comprehensive studies have been performed in regards to the NzO

emissions from CFBCs (HUtunen et al. 1991, Amend et al. 1991, Wojtowicz et al. 1991).

In coal combustion processes, the NzO emission concentration was reported to be between

30-120 ppm (3% Oz-dry basis) (HUtunen et al., 1991). It has been mendoned that N26

contributes to the greenhouse effect. Being a stable component, it is transported to the

upper atmosphere where it participates in the ozone layer depletion.

During coal combustion, sulphur oxides are produced from the sulphur in the coal.

Sulphur dioxide emissions may be captured by injecting limestone into the bed. The

sulphur oxides react to form calcium sulphate and exit the bed with the waste solids.

Sulphur dioxide produced during coal combusdon can also react with water and oxygen

to yield sulphuric acid.

S(coal)+02 =» SO;

1.2 REACTION MODELS

Coal combustion is very complex and cannot be characterized by simple reactions.

However, for simuladon purposes, the combustion of coal particles can be modelled using

the following reactions:

1- Devolatilization and volatile combustion
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2- Char combustion

3- N0^ formadon

4- SO; absorption by added limestone or dolomite

1.2.1 Devolatilization and volatile combustion

When coal is introduced into the bed, it decomposes into two parts: hydrogen-nch

volatiles and char. The char remains in the bed and is burned slowly as it moves. Based

on the plume model, coal devolatilization and complete combustion of the volatile occurs

at the feed entry point (LaNauze, 1985), because its residence time in the bed is less than

5 seconds CTumbull and Davidson, 1984). Two steps will be considered in the simulation:

a) Decomposidon

b) Volatile combustion

- Decomposition

Representing coal with a general formula of C^HyO. S.^B. ASH, the following

reaction is considered to take place:

C,HyO,S^.ASH =» xC + i^yH; + ^zO; + aS + VzBN, + ASH

- VolatUe combustion

To simulate the volatile combusdon step, three common reactions are considered

in the simulation:

C + ^Oz => CO

S + 0; => SO;
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HZ + 1/202 => H^O

Burning of the volatUe products gives CO and HzO, while the SO, release rate is

proportional to the char combustion rate (Rajan et al., 1978). For instance, it is assumed

that the SO; released at the feed entry point.

1.2.2 Char combustion

The char particles, resulting from the devolatilization process, are burned to

produce a mixture of CO and CO;. Three main reacdons for char combustion are

considered here (Gordon and Amundson, 1976):

C + 1/202 =» CO

CO + 1/202 => CO,

C + C02 => 2CO

The first and third reactions are heterogeneous and the second is homogeneous. Since the

temperature of the burning particles in the CFBC is not sufficiently high, the effect of the

third reaction on the combustion rate is low (LaNauze, 1985), and this reaction has been

neglected in the simulation. For all relevant reactions in the model, the reaction rate

expressions must be developed carefully. The reacdon rates depend on the physical and

chemical properties of the char, the hydrodynamic parameters, the mass transfer

resistance, the temperature, the reactive concentration and the particle size distribution

(PSD). The mathematical kinetic expressions for both char combustion and CO

combustion are developed in the next chapter.
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1.2.3 N0, fonnation

Three main reactions are used to represent the formation of N0^ in the simulation:

^N2 + 1/202 =» NO

^N; + Oz => NO;

N2 + 1/202 => NsO

The equiUbrium concentrations of N0^ and NzO are computed based on equilibrium
condidons.

1.2.4 SO, capture

The SOz capture by limestone can be represented by the following reacdons:

CaCOs => CaO+COz

CaO + SO; + vh 02 =» CaS04

The fracdonal conversion of SO; (^02) is strongly affected by the physical and chemical

properties of limestone, hydrodynamic parameters, mass transfer resistance, temperature,

reactive concentration, the particle size distribution (PSD) and the operating conditions.

The mathemadcal expression for the fractional conversion of SOz is developed in chapter
3.



CHAPTER 2

HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLESTG

2.1 WTRODUCTION

The hydrodynamic model enables the distnbudon of the gas and solids in the CFBC

to be determined. Circulating fluidized bed hydrodynamic is affected not only by physical

properties of coal, ash and limestone particles, but also by the superficial gas velocity.

The hydrodynamics of circulating fluidized beds are commonly characterized by the

variation of the void fraction with height in the riser section. The void fraction is an

important parameter affecting the gas/solid contact efficiency within the CFBC. A good

understanding of the hydrodynamic behaviour of a CFBC is essential when studying the

coal combusdon phenomena in CFBCs.

The hydrodynamics of circulating fluidized beds have been studied in experimental

units in order to determine the gas/solid efficiency. These experimental findings show a

significant difference between hydrodynamics of CFBCs and those of bubbling Huidized

beds (Zhao, 1992). Most of the experimental studies are limited to smaU risers. The

majority of studies have confirmed the existence of core-annulus models (Zhao, 1992).

A recent review of circulating fluidized bed hydrodynamics has been presented by Berruti

et al, (1993). Hydrodynamic modelling, as proposed in most CFBC literature, is based

on either the Core-annulus model or the Cluster model (Wong, 1991). In models based
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on the Core-annulus structure, a dilute flow of rising gas/solid mixture is surrounded by

a denser annulus of a downward flowing mixture. In models based on the Cluster

phenomena, discrete particles are considered in a dilute media as upward and downward

moving soUd packets. There are some empirical correlations based on experimental data

that consider the riser of the CFBC as the freeboard of a bubbling fluidized bed. One such

model which uses this approach is that of Kunii and Levenspiel (199 l(b)).

2.2 MODEL FORMULATION

We have attempted to use the ASPEN PLUS simulator as the framework for our

simulation. The hydrodynamic model used in our simulation, provides the mean voidage

in the CFBC. A differential method, which would involve the linkage of an infinite

number of intervals by ASPEN PLUS, is nearly impossible to achieve. Considering this,

we have decided to employ a lumped method for our simuladon. Although there are many

possible lumped methods to choose from, we have chosen one, which is relatively simple

and comprehensive, and thus easily interacts with ASPEN PLUS. Therefore, for the

purpose of modelling, the concept defined by Kunii and Levenspiel (1991 (a)) has been

used in conjunction with the work of Patience and Chaouki (1993) in order to define the

hydrodynamics of CFBCs. In the proposed model, the CFBC is divided into two regions:

a lower region and an upper one. The lower region is fluidized by the fluidizing air and

the upper region is suspended both by combustion gases from the lower region and the

secondary air supply.
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2.2. 1 Lower region of the CFBC

In the lower region, perfect mixing between the solid and the gas phases is

assumed. Under these conditions, the mean voidage of the dense region (e^.vg) can be

considered constant and may be obtained using the correlation proposed by Kunii and

Levenspiel (1991(a)), presented on figure 2. 1. Considering U; =3. 7 m/sec , we obtain:

^~ed, «vg
0.2

e^=0-82 (2. 1)

04

0

Ui(m/sec)

Figure 2. 1 Mean Voidage of the Dense Bed of the CFBC as a Function of Superficial gas

Velocities
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2.2.2 Upper region of the CFBC

In order to predict the mean voidage profile in the upper region of the CFBC, the

proposed model assumes that the upper region consists of two zones: an acceleration zone

and a fuUy developed zone. In the fully developed zone the mean voidage is calculated

using the Patience (1990) correlation.

$.1+5.64-Q.47^41 (2. 2)

F'^
^8-Dr

(2. 3)

F..-^
rt

'8. D,
(2. 4)

where:

F, : Froude number

Frt : Particle Froude number

Uz : Superficial gas velocity in the dilute bed, m/sec

Ut: Terminal velocity of particles, m/sec

g : Acceleration due to gravity, m/sec2
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D, : Riser diameter, m

The terminal velocity required in the above equations can be calculated using the

following equations (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991(a)):

<^ p,. (p, -pp^ (2. 5)

^^8^2. 335-L744(p,
'( J*2' ^u

d; d;

.5

(2. 6)

u=u: IA'(P<-P^
t t

^
(2. 7)

where:

/A : Viscosity of gaseous combustion product, kg/m. sec

<^>, : Sphericity

pg : Density of gaseous combustion product, kg/m3

p. : Density of bed solids particles, kg/m3

dp : Average particle diameter of bed particles, m
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From this informadon, the mean axial voidage in the fully developed zone is then

estimated by the following equation:

e
'u.3ftvs

1+-

1

$. G,
^2. P,

(2. 8)

where:

G, : Net solids circulation flux, kg/m^. sec

Cu,3,avg : Mean axial voidage in the fully developed zone

The length of the fully developed region is obtained once the length of the acceleration

zone is known. In this zone, the axial voidage decreases with the vertical position along

the riser (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991(b)):

 

*-e
" -exp-a-z

 

'- 
(2. 9)

.

d^zvg

where:

Cu : axial voidage in the acceleration zone

 

': axial voidage at saturated conditions

a : decay constant, m-1
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Z : distance above the lower region, m

The value of the parameter a may by obtained using the correlation of Kunii and

Levenspiel (1991(b)):

a=-
u. (2. 10)

Since the axial voidage at the end of the acceleration zone is the same as in the fully

developed zone, the length of the acceleration zone can be calculated using equation (2. 9):

z«-N;;e"
ft \ e*-e.

(2. 11)
'd^vgf

where:

Z.e : the length of the acceleration zone, m

In the entire upper region, plug flow in both the gas and solid phase is assumed.

The modelling of this region is achieved by dividing it into discrete intervals. For

instance, n may equal to two. The mean value of the axial voidage in the nith interval of

the upper region of the CFBC (e^^) may be evaluated as follows:



_M
.
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(2. 12)

where:

AL : Height of the nilh interval, m

By integrating Eq. (2. 12) between Z^. i and Z,, the following expression for the average

axial voidage in each interval can be obtained:

^^=e*-^y. (e^-e*). (exp(-<z.Z^-exp(-a.Z^,,)) (2. 13)

where:

Znj and Zn,. i are the corresponding distances for the ni and ni-1th interval

above the lower region, m

The variation of void fraction with length in the CFBC is illustrated in Figure 2. 2. As

shown in Figure 2.2 , the riser is divided into four sections. Each secdon is considered

as a separate reactor with specific reactions occurring at a mean voidage. The information

provided by the hydrodynamic model can be coupled with the reaction steps identified in

chapter 1 to yield a complete simulation model for CFBCs.
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Figure 2. 2 The Variation of Void Fraction with Height in the CFBC



CHAPTERS

DEVELOPMENT OF A CFBC SDMULATION MODEL

In order to develop a simulation model for a CFBC, the hydrodynamic model must

be treated simultaneously with the reaction models. The development of a simulation

model, the concept and the applications of a process simulator, and a detailed description

of the method in which the CFBC has been modelled, as well as the required data for the

ASPEN PLUS simulation program are presented here.

3. 1 PREVIOUS WORK

During the last two decades, a number of detailed studies on the simulation of the

CFBCs have been performed. Furthermore, some aspects of Atmospheric Fluidized Bed

Combusdon (AFBC) have been studied extensively. Reviewing simulation works from

AFBC has been useful due to the fundamental similarity between AFBCs and CFBCs. A

detailed review of published models will not be included here; instead the capabilities of

certain models will be discussed briefly.

3. 1. 1 The work of Young (1986) on AFBC

This work entails the modelling and simulation of AFBCs using ASPEN. In this

work, the "Black box" approach with one reactor type (RSTOIC) was used to calculate

the mass balances based on a given combustion efficiency and a sulphur capture efficiency.
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Since there were no links between the coal combustion reaction rates and the

hydrodynamic parameters, no predictive capability was possible. FORTRAN Blocks were

used to compute several parameters required for the mass balances. They were also used

for calculations of the Particle Size Distribution (PSD) in the different solid sub-streams

based on standard methods and empirical expressions. The following phenomena were

also considered in the model:

- Elutriation rate

- Segregation rate

- Limestone abrasion rate

- Cyclone capture efficiency

It should be mentioned that other important simulation aspects, such as sensitivity of key

components as well as an economic analysis, were also included. The difference reported

in the material and energy balances were within 10% of those found using experimental

data. It can be then concluded that this is a simplified representation of the AFBC.

3.1.2 CFBC simulation work at CERCHAR (Paffenbarger, 1991)

The main objective of the work was to provide the technical information required

for the evaluation and the optimisation of CFBCs under steady state conditions. The

approach used here is similar to that of Young's, but was extended to cover CFBCs. For

the simulation, a detailed hydrodynamic model was developed to predict the PSD in the

riser and the resulting heat transfer coefficients. The study of the emissions such as SO;,

N0^, and N26 as well as the ash composition leaving the CFBC were not included in this
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simulation program; instead some ASPEN PLUS user subroutines were used in order to

study the hydrodynamic, combustion and heat transfer phenomena in the bed. The

structure for a complete CFBC model using a process analysis program (ASPEN) was

indeed established but the work was interrupted before the simulation program could be

developed. ASPEN'S capacity to process user-supplied kinetic subroutines, in their

reaction models utilized RCSTR and RPLUG, was not used here. Rather than using these

reactors, the combustion reactions were simulated using RSTOIC reactors. For this

purpose, a Fortran block was written to determine the fractional component of certain key

components which was then used to execute several RSTOIC reactors.

3. 1.3 CFBC simulation work in Calgary (Wong, 1991)

This work centres on modelling the hydrodynamics of circulating fluidized bed

risers. The main objective of this work was to develop a CFBC simulation model by

examining the hydrodynamics of CFBC risers. Both experimental and theoretical efforts

have been made in order to characterise the effect of the internal How structure within the

riser, the particle size, the density and the operating conditions on CFBC behaviour. To

estimate the axial voidage profile, a core-annulus structure was developed. The predictive

hydrodynamic model was then applied to the CFBC reactor design. The SOz and NO,

emissions were also studied.
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3.1.4 Lumped-modellmg approach for a CFBC (Arena et al., 1990)

In this approach, the CFBC riser was divided into four blocks, each one

corresponding to a reactor block. Three of these blocks relate to the CFBC riser. Perfect

muting of solids is assumed for the riser blocks, while the for gas phases, a plug How

regime was assumed. The hydrodynamic parameters were considered uniform throughout

each secdon. Simplifying assumptions were made concerning the CFBC hydrodynamic

and reacdon models. This model considered reaction rate expressions, chemical and

diffusion rate resistance, the char particle size distribution and its variations caused by

attrition. Experimental data were compared with the model predictions and satisfactory

agreement was reported. Most CFBC simulations only provide the emission data at the

output of the CFBC, while, this model goes further as it predicts oxygen concentration

within the CFBC. This approach was used as the basis for our simulation model.

3.2 GENERAL HYPOTHESES OF THE SEMULATION MODEL

In order to develop a simulation model for a CFBC, the hydrodynamic model must

be treated simultaneously with the combustion model. For steady state conditions, the

assumptions regarding the hydrodynamic and combustion models are detailed below:

3.2.1 Hydrodynamic

1- The CFBC is divided into two hydrodynamic regions (Kunii and Levenspiel, 199 l(b)):
- A lower region (dense bed)

- An upper region (dilute bed)
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The upper region is also divided into two zones; an acceleration zone and a fuUy
developed zone.

2- There is perfect mixing of solids (individual ash, char particles and sorbents) and gas

phase in the lower region (Grace, 1986). This assumption is justified by the high internal

and external recirculadon of solids in the bed.

3- Plug flow regime for both the gas and solids is assumed in the upper region (Grace,
1986).

4- The gas velocity throughout the bed is unifomi and constant for each region of the bed.

5- For a given superficial gas velocity, the mean voidage in the lower region of the CFBC

is constant (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991 (a)).

6- In the upper region of the CFBC, the voidage decreases with the vertical position along

the riser (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991(a)).

7- The CFBC is assumed to be isothermal and isobaric (Wong, 1991). A CFBC with its

large external recirculation and internal structure of solid particles allows the heat

generated from the combustion reactions to be quickly transferred to the water tubes along

the riser. Under such a high extent of mixing, it is reasonable to assume isothermal bed

conditions. Experimental studies performed by CANMET-ERL have largely confirmed

this hypothesis (Desai et al, 1991) and the presence of only a small temperature gradient

in the bed was confirmed by Grace (1986).

8- The flow is one dimensional.

9- End effects are neglected.
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3.2.2 Combustion

1- The coal and limestone are fed constantly into the bottom of the bed at a uniform

temperature (Couturier, 1986). This is largely encountered in industrial units operating

at high feed rate, because in these conditions, the temperature gradient within the feed is

negligible.

2- The oxidadon of atmospheric nitrogen is negligible, as only a small percentage of air

nitrogen participates in the combustion process at CFBC temperatures (Meyers et al.

1981).

3- The attrition rate constant for char particles in the CFBC varies between 0. 8*107 and

8.4*10-7 (Arena et al., 1991), and hence the effect of attrition is small. Therefore, the

attrition-assisted combustion rate is deemed negligible.

4- The effects of the primary fragmentation of coal and the secondary fragmentadon of

char in the overall coal combustion process are neglected (Arena et al. 1991).

5- Any char particle size reduction caused by ash particles or the walls of the CFBC are

neglected.

6- The contribution of the cyclone, the L-valve, the circulation loop and the control valve

to the overall combustion rate is neglected. Arena et al (1991) have considered the

cyclone as the reaction block for their simulation. Due to the smaU residence dme and

the lack of excessive oxygen for the particles in the cyclone, L-valve and recirculation

loop, the hypothesis appears to be reasonable.

7- Since the time required for volatile combustion is very short, the devolatilization

process is considered to be instantaneous and to take place at the bottom of the bed
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(Congalidis and Georgakis, 1981).

8- The gas-particle heat transfer is assumed to be very fast, hence the particle temperature

will be equal to the bed temperature.

9- Since char combustion is slower, it is assumed to occur after all the volatile products

have been burned (Rajan et al, 1978). This is an acceptable hypothesis considering the

very short time required for volatile combustion.

10- Char particles in the CFBC are assumed to bum with constant diameters. Since the

amount of char particles within the bed is extremely high, compared to those in the coal

feed stream, this hypotheses seems justified.

11- The fraction of char is uniformly distributed throughout the entire CFBC.

It should be mentioned that the special hypotheses related to the performance of each unit

operation block will be listed later.
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3.3 STEPS INVOLVED IN THE SDMULATION OF A CFBC USING ASPEN PLUS

In order to develop an ASPEN PLUS flowsheet for a CFBC, the following steps
are followed:

1- Define the aim of the process flowsheet.

2- Select the measurement units for both input and output variables.

3- Characterize all components presented in the process.

4- Select the convenient data banks and define the user data bank.

5- Describe the NC (Non Conventional) components such as coal by its

attributes (proximate, ultimate and sulphur analyses).

6- Choose an enthalpy and a density model for NC.

7- Use the convenient methods and models for calculating the physical properties.

8- Define the stream structure.

9- Represent the CFBC flowsheet with unit operation blocks.

10- Specify the feed streams and block specifications.

11- Insert the user Fortran codes and subroutines into the simulation.

12- Set up any design specificadons, sensitivity analyses and case studies.

The detailed descriptions of these steps can be found in ASPEN TECHNOLOGY.

(1988(b)).
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3.4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND SIMULATION FLOWSHEET

To simulate the operation of a CFBC, four ASPEN PLUS reactor blocks are

employed in accordance with the phenomena identified in the coal combusdon process in

chapter 1. Table 3. 1 illustrates the reactor models specification utilized in the simulation

as well as the input variables.

Table 3. 1 The Reactor Models Specification Utilized in the Simulation

M^sm.

:ISfflQE;

^^si'attc;:

:3-^S;I<&.

^:^i pa..

s- tsi'<%^

:INEUf'V2<LRIABLES!

Chemical reactions

Chemical reactions

ib, r

Chemical reacdons

b? J')ACaC03> T?S02,i

Chemical reactions

'EHENQMEN^

Devoladlization

and volatile combustion

Char combustion

NOx Formation

S02 Capture
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where:

Tb : Bed temperature, K

P : Bed pressure, atm

F(y) : Yield distribution vector

Xc,d: Fractional conversion of carbon in the volatile combustion

XH2, d :Fracdonal conversion of hydrogen in the volatile combustion

xs,, d : Fractional conversion of sulphur in the volatile combustion

FII,; : Char combustion rate, kmole/m3. sec

FIZ.; : CO combustion rate, kmole/m3. sec

Xcacos ; Fractional conversion of CaS04 in the dense bed

T7so2, i: Fractional conversion of SO; in the nith interval of the bed

This section provides an oudine of the layout of the unit operation blocks and the

mathematical expressions needed to integrate those blocks into the overall Howsheet when

required. Certain unit operation blocks including reactors, mixers and separators are used

in the simulation. Four ASPEN PLUS reactor models, RYIELD, RSTOIC, RCSTR and

REQUIL are used here. RSTOIC inputs include a given reaction stoichiometry, the

fractional conversion of key components, reactor temperature and pressure. RSTOIC then

computes the composition of the outlet stream and the heat generated or absorbed by the

reactions. This model is very useful when the fractional conversion of the key components

are known. The fractional conversion of the key components can also be calculated using

user-supplied Fortran blocks. These parameters are then inset into the ASPEN plus input
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file so that they are available to the specified block that functions as desired (ASPEN

TECHNOLOGY, 1988(b)). RYIELD simulates a reactor by specifying reacdon yields for

each component. An RYIELD model is used when the reaction stoichiometry or kinedcs

are unknown, but yield distribution data or correlations are available. The reactor

temperature or pressure must also be specified. (ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, 1988(b)).

RCSTR models a Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) when the reaction kinetics,

reactor volume, temperature and pressure are known. In the case of reactions involving

solids, user-supplied kinetics subroutines are required. REQUIL simulates the equilibrium

condidons when the reaction stoichiometry is known. The user should also specify the bed

temperature and pressure.

Taking into account the hydrodynamic model and the reaction models, the CFBC

flowsheet is easily divided into three sub-flowsheets:

- Lower sub-flowsheet

- Upper sub-Howsheet

- Sep sub-flowsheet

The first sub-flowsheet represents the dilute region of the CFBC where the

phenomena associated with coal combustion , devolatilization and volatile combustion, char

combustion, N0^ formation and SOz capture take place. The order of occurrence of these

phenomena is presented below:
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Oevoletilization

s

volatile comoustlon

(HYIELO * RSTOIC)

Char combustion

(BCSTR)

NOx formation

(REOUIL)

302 capture

IRSTOIC)

The second sub-flowsheet represents the dilute region of the CFBC. As stated

previously^the dilute region is divided into three sections (Ul, U2 and U3), two of them

represents the acceleration zone, while the third section relates to the fully developed zone.

Since the dme required for the devolatilization and volatile combustion process is very

short, this process is assumed to occur exclusively in the lower region. Therefore, for

each section in the upper region the char combustion, NO, formation and SO; capture are

considered to occur in the following order:

Char com&ustion

1RCS7R)

NOx formation

IRE QUID

SOS capture

1R5TDIC)
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The last sub-flowsheet contains two unit operation blocks; CYCLONE and

FSPLTT. Cyclone is used for the gas/solid separation at the riser outlet. In order to

satisfy the material balance in the CFBC, a solid drain valve, FSPLFT, is used. The

simulation diagram for the CFBC is illustrated in figure 3. 1.

As Figure 3. 1 shows, Coal (stream F) enters RYIELD (Bl). Here, the coal is

converted to its constituents. The resultant stream (Sl) along with limestone (Fl) and the

primary air flow (FA1) enter RSTOIC (B2), where the volatile combustion process takes

place. The yield stream (S2) then enters RCSTR (B3). In this block, the main combusdon

reactions take place and the outlet stream is fed to REQUIL (B4), where the NOx

formation process is modelled. The resultant streams are sent to RSTOIC (B5) in order

to capture the SO; formed during the previous operations. The output stream leaving the

dense bed is mixed with the secondary air flow (FA2) upon entering the upper region.

As mentioned earlier, the upper region is divided into three sections. Unit operation

blocks B7, B8 and B9 are used to model the combustion phenomena such as the char

combustion, N0^ formation and SO, capture in the first secdon. Blocks B10, Bll and

B 12 are used to model the combustion phenomena in the second section of the upper

region. In the third secdon, the combustion phenomena are modelled using blocks B13,

B14 and B15. The outlet stream leaving the riser is sent to CYCLONE (B16), where a

nearly complete separation ofgas/solid takes place. The stream S20, which consist of the

combustion gases, exits the system. The resulting solid stream is divided into two parts

via FSPLIT (B17). A large amount of solids (FASH) are recycled into the lower
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region (B3) to simulate the solids recirculation loop in the CFBC. A detailed description

of the unit operation blocks as well as the input data are discussed in detail throughout this

chapter. All the sub-flowsheets have a SOLID stream structure, including the NCPSD

(Non Conventional components with Particle Size Distribution), CIPSD (Conventional

Inert components with Particle Size Distribudon) and MIXED sub-streams. In order to

consider the PSD (Particle Size Distribution), the number of discrete intervals and their

size limits must be specified.

3.4. 1 Lower sub-flowsheet

The lower sub-flowsheet represents the dilute region of the CFBC where the

phenomena associated with coal combustion , devolatilization and volatile combustion, char

combustion, N0^ formation and SO; capture take place. The detailed description of unit

operation blocks used to model this sub-flowsheet as well as the input data are detailed

below:

3.4.1.1 Block RYDELD

RYIELD (Yield reactor) is used to model a reactor by specifying the yield
distribution vector.

F(y)=[ASH, C, H2, N2, S, OJ

The ultimate analysis of coal (Table 3.4) is used as the mass yield vector. ASPEN PLUS
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uses elemental enthalpy reference to calculate the heats of formation.

- Block hypotheses

- RYIELD is used to conven coal(NC) to its constituent components such as NC,

CISOLID (Conventional Inert SOLID) and MIXED.

3.4. 1.2 Block RSTOIC

RSTOIC (Stoichiometric reactor) is used to simulate the volatile combustion

process. The following reactions will be considered in the block.

M

i=l C + 1/202=»CO

i=2 S + 62 ==> SO;

i=3 Hz + 1/202 ==> H^O

I

c

s

H^

^,0
0. 31

1. 00

1.00

where:

i: Reaction number

MdCR, ): Reaction matrices in the devolatilization process

j:jth key component

Xj d: Fractional conversion of key component in the devoladlization process.
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- Block hypotheses

- As shown in the proximate analysis of coal (table 3. 4) nearly 35 percent of the

coal is volatile matter. Considering that four percent of this volatile matter is H,,

31 percent can be considered as the fractional conversion for carbon in the

devolatilization process.

- All sulphur, hydrogen and oxygen present in the coal will be consumed in the

devolatilization process.

- All carbon present in the volatile matter reacts completely to form CO.

- All HzO as moisture in the coal will be vaporized into HzO vapour

3.4.1.3 Block RCSTR

RCSTR (CSTR reactor) is used to model a Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor with

known reaction kinetics. As mentioned earlier, the burning of coal particles proceeds in
the following basic Steps:

1- Devolatilization and volatile combusdon

2- Char combustion

3- NO,; formation

4- S02 absorption

The first was discussed earlier, the char combustion process will be presented in this block

and the rest will be discussed later.
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- Kmetic model for RCSTR

The first reaction is a gas-solid reaction and the chemical changes take place on

both the external and the internal surface of the char particles (Congalidis and Georgakis,

1981). The rate of reaction can be assumed first order with respect to oxygen (LaNauze,

1985). The following expression can be obtained for the reaction rate:

NC=^.C^ (3. 1)

where:

Nc : Char reaction rate, kmol©/m2. sec

Kc : Overall rate constant, m/sec

Co; : Concentration of oxygen, kmoleto3

The rate expression for char combustion per particle is as follows:

^w=4"4^c-^02 (3. 2)

where:

Rcha, : Rate expression for char combustion per particle, kmole/(sec. particle)

FC : Mean coal particle radius, m
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Since the amount of char particles within the CFBC is extremely high compared

to those in the coal feed stream, the mean char particle radius is calculated based on the

particle size distribution in the recirculation stream. The following equation is used to

calculate the mean particle radius:

rc=
1

^(^cW)
r^K)

(3. 3)

where:

Tc(K) : Coal particle radius vector, m

PK(fc(K)) : Weight fraction vector of char particles in the recirculation stream

Our ASPEN PLUS simulation program thus assumes that the char particles within the bed

are burned at a constant diameter, as the particle size distribution at the riser outlet is the

same as that in the recirculation stream. A typical calculation for ̂  is presented in

Appendix A.4

The overall rate constant is a function of a chemical reaction constant and a diffusion rate

constant as follows:



±=±^±
Kc ^ ^
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(3. 4)

where:

ker: Chemical reaction rate constant, m/sec

k<^: Diffusion rate constant, m/sec

The diffusion rate constant depends on the external and internal diffusion. The effect of

a stagnant gas film around the particle through which Oz has to diffuse in order to arrive

at the particle surface is neglected. For calculating the internal effect, the effecdveness

factor (1702) is used:

KC=^02-ks (3. 5)

For spherical particles(Bird et al., I960):

^^.(K.co&K-l) (3. 6)
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(3. 7)

".4 (3. 8)

where:

K : Dimensionless group

a. : External surface area per unit volume of char, m-1

D,ff: Effecdve diffusivity of 0; in porous char, m2/sec

We now substitute Eq. (3. 5) into (3. 2) to obtain:

Rch^=4nrC-r\02-kcr-c^ 02

kc, can be expressed by an Arrhenius form as follows:

(3. 9)

£.
^^oi.exp[--^

RS-J
(3. 10)
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where:

koi : Pre-exponential factor, m/sec

EI : Apparent activation energyj/kmole

Rg : Universal gas constant, J/(kmole-K)

Tp : Temperature of the char particles, K

As mentioned earlier, the char particle temperature is the same as that of the bed. The

values of parameters ko,, Ei and Rg are listed in table 3. 3. In Eq. (3. 9) the rate expression

of char combustion was calculated per particle. To generalize this equation to aU char

particles, the number of char particles in the bed must be calculated:

N^, =MCIW
'char.l~'

m char
(3. 11)

lchar~Msolui-± char.1 (3. 12)

^c.d-e^)
'solid-

solid.1
(3. 13)

4 3
mcW=^TC-rC. Pcter-(l-ec) (314)
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where:

Nch,,, ! : Number of char particles in the dense bed

M^ : Total mass of the char particles in the bed, kg

T^ud: Mean residence time of solids in the dense bed, sec

Fchar, l : FlUX of the char particles entering the dense bed, kg/sec

Vc : Volume of the lower region, m3

fd.avg : Mean voidage of the lower region

F>oud, i : Flux of solids entering the dense bed, m3/sec

Pchi^ : Density of char particles, kg/m3

EC : Char porosity

A: Cross-sectional area of bed, m2

Li : Height of dense bed,m

mcha, :Weight of a single particle, kg

Generalization of Eq. (3. 9) to all particles gives the following expression for the char

combustion rate per unit volume of the dense bed:

y ^02-kcr-Fchar,r(1-^^
'".1 Pc^C. d-^.^. l "°2 (3. 15)

where:

TIU : Char combustion rate per unit volume of the dense bed, kmole/(irf. sec)
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Defining kn i as the volumetric rate constant for char combustion, we have:

^ ^Orkcr-Fchar. r(1-^^
Ivlu P^-^d-ec). ^/^ (3. 16)

ii,i-n'ii, r'^02 (3. 17)

where:

kn, i : Volumetric rate constant for the char combustion, sec-1

Note that the required data vector units for the kinetic subroutine are kmole/(m3. sec)

(ASPEN TECHNOLOGY, 1985).

The second combusting reaction is the homogeneous reacdon of CO and Oz. The

emission level of CO from CFBCs is strongly related to the temperature and reacdve

concentrations. The following expression is postulated for the CO combustion rate in the

simulation model (Robinson, 1986).

^, »1. 18. 10»./,^.^f^^xFf-^]. C.,
lb) \ KVlb)

W/ny (3. 18)
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where:

fco, fo2 and ̂ 0 : The mole fracdons of CO, Oz, and HzO, respectively

P : Bed pressure, atm

t: Time, see

R : Universal gas constant, (1. 987 kcal/(kmole/. sec))

RI : Universal gas constant, (82. 06 m. cm3/(gmole. K))

C : Combusdon gas concentration, kmole/m3

Fco, i : Reaction rate per unit volume of the dense bed, kmole/(irf. sec)

The CO combustion rate has been studied by several researchers. The validity of the

proposed model based on these studies is presented in chapter 4.

3. 4. 1.4 Block REQUIL

NO, chemistry in CFBCs is quite complex. Herein, we intend to model the

corresponding reactions using equilibrium conditions. Two ASPEN PLUS unit operation

blocks, REQUIL and RGIBBS, may be used to compute chemical equilibrium. REQUIL

simulates equilibrium with respect to reaction stoichiometry and phase equilibrium

equations, while RGIBBS minimizes the Gibbs free energy with respect to atom balance

constraints. REQUEL is used when the reaction stoichiometry is known and when only

certain reactions approach equilibrium. Equilibrium constants are calculated from the

Gibbs free energy. RGIBBS is only convenient for general equilibrium calculations, when

the endre system approaches equilibrium. For this reason, we have decided to use
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REQXJIL for our simulation. Three N0^ formation reactions are used for the model.

Possible reactions occurring due to the products formed from these three reactions were

also studied. It was concluded that the consideration of these extra-product reacdons led

to lower N0^ emissions than those predicted using only the three initial reactions.

REQmL is used to model the formation of N0^ in the simulation including three main

reactions:

'/2N2 + VlOz =!> NO

1/2N2 + Oz => NO;

N, + 1/202 => NzO

The equilibrium concentrations of N0^ and N,0 are computed based on equilibrium
conditions.

3.4.1.5 Block RSTOIC

This block is used to model the capture of sulphur in the CFBC. The SO; capture

by limestone can be represented by the following reactions:

Reaction M RJ j

i=l CaC03==>CaO+C02 CaC03

i=2 CaO+S02+l/202=»CaS04 SOz

-Xj,.
1.00

7?S02,1
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where:

M.(R;) : Reacdon matrices in the absorption process

Since the absorption of sulphur dioxide occurs throughout the bed, two stoichiometric

reactors (RSTOIC) will be considered for the absorption process. The first reactor is

nested in the dense zone and the other is at the top of the bed. RSTOIC is used to model

a reactor with unknown reaction kinetics but with known reaction stoichiometry (ASPEN

TECHNOLOGY, 1988(a)). For each reaction the conversion of a key component must

be specified.

Block hypotheses

- The sorbent particles are well mixed in the dense bed and radially mixed in the

dilute bed.

- Calcination of limestone is instantaneous and takes place only in the dense bed,

so the fractional conversion of CaCOa is equal to one (Coutuner, 1986).

- The sulphation of CaO can be considered first order with respect to SO;

(Couturier, 1986).

- SO; is well mixed in the dense bed and is in a plug flow regime in the dilute

phase.

- All of the sulphur present in the coal is consumed in the bottom of the bed to

form SO;.
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Another parameter which is required to run the ASPEN PLUS simulation is the fracdonal

conversion of SO; (17302, 1) in the lower region of the CFBC. This parameter is calculated

using a Fortran block according the model presented below:

- Model development for SO; absorption in the dense bed

To begin the model development, we will define some of the necessary parameters.

To model a sulphur capture block, the superficial gas velocity and the fractional

conversion of sorbent particles must be known. A mass balance on sulphur dioxide must

also be completed.

SuperHcial gas velocity

The superficial gas velocity U, in the lower region of the CFBC, is as foUows:

n
air-l

.air-l- 29*3600
(3. 19)

u, =nw^
^ A.C

(3. 20)

where:

F^. i : Mass flowrate of primary air, kg/hr

n^. i: Molar flowrate of primary air, kmole/sec
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C : Total gas concentration, kmole/m3

Ui : Superficial gas velocity, m/sec

Let us now consider the ideal gas law for the combusdon products in the CFBC. The total

gas concentration is given by

c=-
V, (3. 21)

Mass balance on SO,

The rate of SO; generation per unit volume of dense bed is constant and given by:

F..W_

^.l=3l^ (3. 22)

F.= coal

c 3600
(3. 23)

where:

Rso2, i : Rate of SO; generation per unit volume of dense bed, kmole/m3. sec

Pc : Mass flowrate of coal. kg/sec

W, : Sulphur weight fraction in the coal (dry basis)
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F^ : Mass flowrate of coal, kg/hr

Fractional conversion of sorbent particles

The sulphation rate of individual sorbent particles can be expressed by (Couturier,
1986):

^c.o_VcaO 'so,

A l-e'(^-l). C,^^^)
^ 3.a

(3. 24)

where:

Xcao: Fractional conversion of CaO in the dense bed

Vcao: Molar volume of Ca0, m3/kmole

6j: Porosity of particle after the calcination

Cso2: The SO; concentration in the surrounding gas, kmole/m3

a;: Parameter defined in Eq. (3. 26), sec-!

ky: volumetric rate constant, kmole/(m3-sec)

t: Time, sec

or: External mass transfer coefficient, cm/sec

Rs(m): Sorbent particle radius vector, cm

HL : Number of discrete interval for the sorbent particles as defined for PSD.
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The values of parameters ai, K^ and a may be written as (Couturier, 1986):

Ky=S*10-4 (3. 25)

a^3.33*10-4. e-°-a22<>J?' (3. 26)

a=35*Z)p°-3 (3. 27)

where:

Dp : Average sorbent surface particle diameter, cm

RS : Mean sorbent particle radius, cm

1
£>"=

^ P^W)
r 2.^^)

(3. 28)

where:

Pm(Rs(m)) : Weight fracdon vector of the sorbent particles with diameter Rg(m)
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Attrition of limestone particles

In a circulating fluidized bed combustor, the limestone fines produced due to

attrition is considerable. Douglas and Young (1991) measured the attrition constant ff

using plant data and developed relationships between the fines and the coarse size

fractions. It is assumed that the attrition of the coarse particles may produce a decrease

in these fractions and an increase in the fine particle fractions. Considering that the loss

of mass caused by the attrition of coarse particles results in a gain of mass to the fines.

Therefore, we propose the following expression for the limestone particle attrition.

New fine PSD

P.W^ =P^(RsW +l.^-«.o^A-/"))
"/

(Rs(m) < 0. 0075 cm, m=l, 2,3,..., iif)

(3. 29)

New arse PSD

/>.W'"»-l-^j. P«,W.('"))
(Rs(m) > 0. 0075 cm, m=i\f+l, nf+2,nf+3,..., n^

(3. 30)

/l/+nc="£ (3. 31)
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where:

n<; : Number of discrete intervals for the coarse particles

rtf: Number of discrete intervals for the fines particles

pm,o(R. (m)) : Initial weight fraction vector of sorbent particles

0 : attrition constant

By integrating Eq. (3. 24), we obtain the fracdonal conversion of CaO in the dense bed:

(Couturier, 1986)

j^ 3-a. C.y^^ ,
_ ^CaO °l ^.^r

2ao-T^- ' »;"'__,_
3-a.C.y^^ Ky

(3. 32)

Using Eq. (3. 32) the moles of SO; removed per unit volume becomes:

s. a.c. y,

'so,.r
CaO'^Ume

(I-G/). FC*IOO

,, -^-. ln(l. -":-:^.(^. -l»
Rs'KV

R.:, 1

S. a. C. V^^ Ky

(3. 33)
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where:

rso2, i : Rate of removal of SO; per unit volume of dense bed, kmole/(irf. sec)

ti: mean residence time of sorbent particles in the lower region of bed, sec

asp '. volume fraction occupied by sorbent particles

Yso2, Li : mole fraction of SO; in the dense bed

Xc,o : Fractional conversion of CaO in the dense bed

If the sorbent particles in the bed are well mixed, their residence time is independent of

particle size ( Couturier, 1986). Hence, the mean residence time is expressed by

_ Pi. o^A. L, (3. 34)

F, =-
F.,

Lime

3600
(3. 35)

where:

PL : density of limestone particles, kg/m3

Ftunc : mass flowrate of limestone in the feed, kg/hr

FL : mass flowrate of limestone in the feed, kg/sec

Since SO; is well mixed in the dense bed, an overall SOz balance on the dense bed gives:



A'urc-Yso^=^so^-rso^-Vc
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(3. 36)

Division ofEq. (3. 36) by AUiC causes A to be eliminated, and thereby we get Ysoz. u in

terms of other parameters:

Lr('Rso^~rso^
'SO^l C. (/,

(3. 37)

Our convergence problem is to find a value of ¥302,11 satisfying Eq. (3. 37). The

procedure is as follow

1)- Guess a ¥502, 11

2)- Calculate Tso2, i from Eq. (3. 33)

3)- Calculate a value of ¥302, 11 from Eq. (3. 37)

4)- If the calculated Yso2, Li does not agree with the guessed value, a new guess for

Yso2,Li is made. The same procedure is repeated until satisfactory agreement

between the calculated and guessed value is obtained.

The fractional sulphur capture in the dense bed 77502. 1 can be evaluated as follows:



sulphur in feed J
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^, _| sulphur leaving with combustion product in the dense bed}
)..

11^1=1-
^SO^Ll-^'^V^

F. wl
rc-32

(3. 39)

Once the i;so2. i is calculated for the lower region of bed, it will be used as the fractional

conversion of the key component for the RSTOIC reactors. Note that the SO; model, as

Fortran code, is then nested in the ASPEN PLUS input file so that the SOz absorbing

block may be executed.

3.4.2 Upper sub-Oowsheet

Plug flow regime for both gas and solid phases is assumed in the upper region of

the CFBC. To model this region, the dilute bed is divided into n discrete intervals. A

number of reactors including RCSTR, REQUIL and RSTOIC are used in order to simulate

the corresponding phenomena in each interval. Calculations are carried out in the

direction shown in Figure (3. 2). Here, we will develop the calculation procedure for the

nitfa interval in general forms. One can use the same equations considering ni = 1, 2, 3,...n

for the other intervals starting from the bottom of the upper region to the top of the bed.



D
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upper region of the CFBO,

ni=3

ni=2

ni=l

lotver region of the CFBC

.
FC

Figure 3. 2 Direction for Making Simulation in the Entire CFBC
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3.4.2. 1 Block RCSTR

To model char combustion in each interval of the upper region, RCSTR is

considered. This type of reactor is used to model a reactor with a known kinetic

expression.

- Kuietic models for RCSTR

As before, two dominant reacdons are assumed in RCSTR. The reacdon rate

formulas can be achieved using the same procedure as developed previously.

^ 3-11o2^r-Fcter^-(l-e«^^)
Zl/ii~

PcWrC-(l-ec)-F, o&^
(3. 40)

r2lfli=kllw'^0^ (3. 41)

where:

Fchar, m : Flux of the char particles entering the ni*h interval, kg/sec

Fsoud, m : Flux of solids entering the nith interval, m3/sec

6u,ni.avg : mean axial voidage in the nith interval of the upper region of the CFBC

ni : interval number in the upper region of the CFBC

k2 i,ai : volumetric rate constant for the char combustion in the nfh interval of the

upper region, sec"1

Tzi.n; : char combustion rate per unit volume of the n?h interval of the dilute bed.
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kmole/(m3. sec)

The reaction rate expression for the second reacdon r^.,, in the nilil interval in the

combusdon process is the same as that previously (Robinson, 1986). So we have:

r^ . =1. 18*10" f-. /°-5 ̂ :5_ f p 1-f 2500rco^=i-l6*l{J"-fco-fo2'fH2o-\ -^- l-expj -=^- |. C.<

lbj { Krlb^
'u^i/ivs (3. 42)

where:

rco,ai: CO combustion rate per unit volume of the nfh interval, kg/(m3. sec)

- Block hypotheses

RCSTR is operated under isothermal and isobaric conditions.

3.4.2.2 Block REQUIL

The purpose of this block is exactly the same as the REQUIL in the dense bed and

the same input and output data, and operating conditions are applied here.

3.4.2.3 Block RSTOIC

This block is used to model the SOz capture in the nith interval of the dilute bed of

the CFBC. The following reaction can be considered to occur in the block:
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CaO+S02+l/202=> CaS04

It should be emphasized that CaC03 is unstable at CFBC conditions so the calcination

process is assumed to occur instantaneously and completely in the lower region of the bed

and any calcination in the upper region may be neglected. As was mentioned for the

lower region, we need to develop the sulphur capture efficiency model, as Fortran code,

for the nith interval of the upper region of the CFBC (i?so2, ni.2). The user Fortran coded

program can be inserted into the Howsheet computation. The following approach is used

to calculate the i?so2, ni. 2.

- Model development for SO; absorption in the dilute bed

In the dense bed section of the bed, some parameters were formulated from mass

balance, mean residence time of sorbent particles and physical properties of the

components. In this section we will show how this procedure can be applied for each

interval of the upper region of the CFBC.

Superficial gas velocity

At the base of the dilute zone, secondary air is added, thus making it is necessary

to consider the additional amount of fluidizing gas in the material balance. Consequently,

the superficial gas velocity in the upper region is:



n
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(343)

A. U^. C=A. U,.C^n^>air-2 (3. 44)

n.
u^u^'-^.
'2 "1 z^

(3. 45)

where:

Fur.2: The molar flowrate of secondary air, kg/hr

nair-2: The molar flowrate of secondary air, kmole/sec

U-t : superficial gas velocity in the dilute bed, m/sec

Mass balance on SO;

The sulphur capture efficiency in the lower region was calculated and thus the rate

of SO; per unit volume of the nith interval is constant and given by:

^so^^
^-^SO^-FC-WS

32AAL
(3. 46)
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where:

Rso2, ni,2: Kate of SO; per unit volume of the nith interval in the upper region of the

CFBC,kmole/(m3. sec)

»?so2, ni. i ; Fractional sulphur capture in the bed with the height ofLi+Zn;.i

For the first interval (ni=l), we have:

1l50,,ni\2=11s0,,l (3. 47)

'SO^-\M~^SO^I (3. 48)

where:

Yso2,ni-i,u '- mole fraction of SO^ entering the nith interval of the upper region

For the other intervals:

T1SO, /U-1=1-
YSO^/u-\ft-c-ulA

F.. vs
r'c-'32

(3. 49)

Eqs. (3. 29) and (3. 30) may be used here to calculate the effect of attrition. By integrating
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Eq. (3. 24) and considering the average concentradon for SO; in each interval, we obtain

the fractional conversion of CaO in each interval as follows:

x^_^vcao.
'.CaO/uO'

^.W^Y^".(^-w
al Ks-KV

1-e, ^ 1

s. a.c.y^^ Ky

where:

Xc.o, ni,2: fractional conversion of CaO in the nith interval

The mean residence time of sorbent particles in the interval, ̂ , is given by

(3. 50)

r^=
p,. o^. AL

F(.-[l-EXCaO^-^|
(3. 51)

For the first interval(ni==l):
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^Ca0^i-l. t=^<CaO (3. 52)

The rate of SO; removed per unit volume of the interval can be expressed by:

CaO'^Ume
^4. i°(it3''I'c'^. (^--i»

'TOym'2 (l-e^. A£*100
Rs-KV

^ _1
^.C-YSO^ K,

(3. 53)

where:

rso2,ni,2: Mole of SOz removed per unit volume of the nith interval, Kmole/(m3. sec)

In,, ; : Mean residence time of sorbent particles in the nith interval, sec

Yso2, ni,u 
'. Mole fraction of SOz in the nith interval

Since SO; is well mixed in the nith interval, an overall SO; balance on the interval gives:

A-urc-Yso^ift=(Rso^^~rso^-AAL (3. 54)

Division of Eq. (3. 54) by AUiC causes A to be eliminated, and thereby we get Yso2,ni,u
in terms of other parameters:



'SO^fliM
.

A2"(^o^-^o^)
C. (7,
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(3. 55)

Our convergence problem is to find a value of Ysos.ni.u satisfying Eq. (3. 55). The

procedure is as follow:

1)- Guess a Yso2, n,.u

2)- Calculate rso2, n;,2 from Eq. (3. 53)

3)- Calculate a value of Yso2, ni, u from Eq. (3. 55)

4)- If the calculated Yso2, ni,u does not agree with the guessed value, a new guess for

Yso2,ni,u is made. The same procedure is repeated until satisfactory agreement

between the calculated and guessed value is obtained.

The fractional sulphur capture in the interval (17502, ^,2) can be evaluated as follows:

^S0^u,2=l'
YSO.^iM'c'u'lA

Fc.^.d-n^)
(3. 56)

Once the ??so2. m,2 is calculated for the nith interval of the upper region of bed, it wiU be

used as the fractional conversion of the key component. This value is necessary to run the

RSTOIC block in the ASPEN PLUS simulation. As before, the upper section of the bed
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is divided into n intervals. In each interval three reactors are employed: RPLUG,

RSTOIC and REQUIL. We have developed the corresponding expression and the ASPEN

PLUS language for the nith interval. Calculations are therefore started in the first interval

and continued upward in order to arrive to the top of the bed.

Upon completing calculadons in the bed, the fractional sulphur capture in the upper

region of the CFBC i?so2, 2 can be calculated as follows:

^0^2=1-
YSO^Wt-C^ZA

Fc--^r-(l~Tlso-. i)
(3. 57)

32 SOyl^

The value of the overall sulphur capture efficiency (17302) can also be obtained with Ygo2, n,u
as follow:

t1ro, =1-
^0,A"'^'-^2^

p^
rc'^2

(3. 58)

3.4.3 Sep sub-flowsheet

This sub-flowsheet contains two unit operation blocks; CYCLONE and FSPLTT.

Cyclone is used for the gas/soUd separation at the riser outfet. In order to sadsfy the
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material balance in the CFBC, a solid drain valve, FSPLFT, is used.

3.4.3. 1 Block CYCLONE

CYCLONE, ASPEN PLUS unit operation block, is used for gas- solid separation

in the top of the CFBC to remove almost 100% of the solids from the gas. The following
input variables is used in CYCLONE:

Dc : cyclone diameter, m

cyclone type: high efficiency

3.4.3.2 Block FSPLIT

To maintain the required level of solid inventory in the bed, a solid drain valve

presented as FSPLIT in ASPEN PLUS is used. The resulting solid stream from

CYCLONE is fed to FSPLIT where it is divided into two streams: the first one is recycled

into the lower region and the second exits the system in order to satisfy the material

balance. Only the fraction of residue (Fg) going to the outlet stream needs to be specified.
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3.5 Value of the Ffa^ed Parameters Used in the Sunulation

The following fixed parameters, which were taken from the literature, wUl be used

in the simulation model:

Table 3.2 Design Data

Reactor dimension SOURCE

A = 0. 13 m2

L = 6.7 m

D, = 0. 405 m

(Desaietal., 1991)

II II II II II

II M II II II
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Table 3. 3 Physico-chemical Properties Used in the Simulation (Desai et al, 1991)

PARAMETER

D = 1. 525*10't, m2/sec

D.S = 1*1Q-5, m2/sec

EI = 1. 247*108, J/kmole

koi = 1. 55*107, m/sec

Kv = 8°IC10-4, kmole/(m3-sec)

Rg = 8314, J/(kmole-sec)

RI = 8. 205*10-2, (m3-atm)/(kmole-k)

Vc.0 = 1. 69*10-2, mVkmole

j8 = 0. 16

fc = 0. 30

ei = 0. 52

Peh^ = 1500, kg/m3

PL = 2710, kg/m3

Ps = 800, kg/m3

0. =0. 806

SOURCE

(Zhao, 1992)

(Wong, 1991)

(Gordon and Amundson, 1978)
It It II It II

(Couturier, 1986)

(Wong, 1991)

(Douglas and Young, 1991)

(Wong, 1991)

(Wong, 1991)

(Wong, 1991)

(Gordon and Amundson, 1978)
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Table 3. 4 Coal Analysis (Desai et al, 1991)

PROXIMATE ANALYSIS

1- Moisture

2- Fixed carbon (dry basis)

3- Volatile matter (dry basis)

4-Ash

ULTIMATE ANALYSIS

1-Ash

2- Carbon (We)

3- Hydrogen CWn)

4- Nitrogen (WN)

5- Sulphur (Wg)

6- Oxygen (Wo)

Wt%

5.2

54. 87

35. 62

9. 51

F(y)-Wt%

9. 51

75. 14

4.76

1. 41

3. 88

5. 30
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Table 3.5 Particle Size Distribution of Coal Particles (Desai et al, 1991)

k Size Ranges (micron)

1 0-200

2 200-400

3 400-800

4 800-1000

5 1000-2000

6 2000-3000

7 3000-4000

8 4000-5000

9 5000-6000

10 6000-10000

Rc(k), cm rc(k),m

0. 01

0. 03

0. 06

0. 09

0. 15

0.25

0. 35

0.45

0.45

0.8

10-t

3*10-4

6*10^

9*10-4

1. 5*10-3

2. 5*10-3

3. 5*10-3

4.5*10-3

5.5*10-3

8*10-3

Pk,o(rc(k))

0.1

0.08

0. 12

0.07

0. 19

0. 14

0.1

0.1

0. 08

0.02
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Table 3.6 Particle Size Distribution of Sorbent Particles (Desai et al, 1991)

m Size Ranges (micron)

1 0-40

2 40-80

3 80-100

4 100-200

5 200-300

6 300-400

7 400-750

8 750-1000

9 1000-2000

10 2000-4000

Rs(m), cm Fs(m),m

0. 002

0.006

0. 009

0. 015

0. 025

0. 035

0.0575

0.088

0. 15

0.3

2*10-5

6*10-5

9*10-5

1. 5*10-4

2. 5*10'1

3. 5*10-4

7*10-4

1.5*10-3

2.5*10-3

3. 5*10-3

Pm. o(Rs(m))

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0. 15

0. 08

0. 04

0. 02

0. 10

0. 00



CHAPTER 4

SEVTOLATION RESULTS AND MODEL VALmATION

In ASPEN PLUS, there is no model capable of simulating CFBC reactors.

However, ASPEN PLUS allows users to insert their own models, coded in Fortran, into

the simulation. These Fortran programs are used in conjunction with ASPEN PLUS unit

operation blocks to simulate the CFBC. There are generally two different approaches to

model a CFBC. The first approach, known as the " BLACK BOX", uses a given reaction

stoichiometry, fractional conversion of key components, bed temperature and pressure to

compute the outlet stream compositions and the heat generated by the reactions. This

model is useful to predict the output variables as well as the heat generated by the coal
combustion. This approach is also helpful as it gives the order of magnitude for the heat

generated by the coal combustion reactions. This approach, however, fails to provide

information regarding the emissions of NO,, NzO, CO and SO; as well as the heat transfer

phenomena within the CFBC. This is without a doubt, a major disadvantages of this types
of model. For this reason, a second approach is usually used to model CFBC units. This

second approach considers the different physical aspects regarding the kinetics of chemical

reactions, the hydrodynamic model and other phenomena associated with the modeUing of
CFBCs. Our approach, which falls into this category, will be referred to as the SLPC-1

(Sotudeh, Legros, Paris and Chaouki) simulation model.

Fourteen different sets of operating data from several CANMET runs were used

in our simulation. A detailed description of the CANMET 0. 8 MWth CFBC pUot plant
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is presented in Appendix A.5.

4.1 BLACK BOX APPROACH

As mentioned previously, several studies regarding CFBCs have considered the

entire CFBC system as a BLACK BOX (Young, 1986). This approach is useful when the

calculation of output variables is the only requirement. Herein, we have also used this

approach to get an idea of the output variables. To do so, the entire CFBC system was

considered as a BLACK BOX and modelled using a RSTOIC reactor as shown below:

AIR

CFBC

RSTOIC

FLUE-GAS

COAL

4. 1. 1 Model Hypotheses

This approach is based on the following hypotheses:

1- The following reacdons were considered to attain complete in the simulation:

1) C + 02==> CO;

2) S + 02=> SO;

3) H, + 'AO; =^ H^O

4) CaC03 =» CaO + CO^

5) CaO + SO; + '/202 =* CaS04

2. There are no intermediate products, such as CO, formed.

3. There is no N0^ formation from the fuel nitrogen and from the air.
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4. 1.2 Sunulation results

The entire CFBC was modelled using one RSTOIC reactor. Coal and air streams

serve as the input streams to the RSTOIC. Operating data from CANMET runs were used

as a basis for the calculation and included the model variables included the oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon monoxide, CaO, CaS04 and HzO fluxes (Desai et al, 1991). As stated

previously, no information regarding the NO,, N30, CO and SO; emissions are obtained

with this model. This approach, however, gives the order of magnitude for the 0;, N;,

and COz concentrations in the Hue gases considering complete conversion. Once

calculated, the output variables from the BLACK BOX simulation, can be used as a

comparison basis for similar parameters obtained using the SLPC-1 simulation. Table 4.1

shows the BLACK BOX simulation results for run # 1 of CANMET data.

Table 4.1 BLACK BOX simulation results

.SlRtU.IEy

%

^

^

V 

>\-f4

w

TOTAL

INPIT

6. 2013

5. 8159

21.9802

0.00

0. 1918

0.00

0. 00

0. 00

34. 1892

;WFN3T

0. 00

0. 654

21. 982

4. 596

0.00

0. 119

7. 3082E-2

1.5143

28. 9384
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4.2 SLPC-1 APPROACH

In chapter 3, we discussed in detaU the CFBC process simulation model development.

Our model links together the hydrodynamic parameters and the reaction models, which

include the kinedc subroutines and internal Fortran blocks nested in the input file. The

developed algorithms aUow the parameters used by the ASPEN PLUS simulation program

to be calculated. In order to simulate the CFBC, several ASPEN PLUS reactor models

are assembled to represent the phenomena identified in the coal combustion process in

chapter 1. Fortran blocks, integrated with the ASPEN PLUS input file, provide required

information for the operation of the ASPEN PLUS reactor models. It is interesting to note

that most fluidized bed models reported in the CFBC literature have a level of complexity

which varies with the model's appUcability. Detailed studies usually predict various

parameters such as reactive concentration profiles, heat transfer and temperature profiles,

attrition effects, particle size distribution, combustion heat release and N0^ emissions as

weU as the factors leading to NO, formation and destrucdon. Since our model was

developed for process simulation purposes, the predicdons are based on a lumped

approach, instead of a differential approach as in the more complex models. However,

our model still provide prediction capabilities as a result of its innovative utilization of

kinetic models and ASPEN PLUS reactor models. The internal details and operation

procedures for the SLPC-1 simulation program are now presented:

4.2.1 Simulation diagram for the CANMET CFBC unit

Along with the unit operation blocks provided by ASPEN PLUS, several complete

Fortran programs, an external subroutine for the kinetic models, and internal fortran

blocks were used in the simulation. A comprehensive simuladon diagram for the CFBC

is illustrated in Figure 4. 1. The required data necessary to execute the Fortran blocks
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were collected from the ASPEN PLUS streams. The Fortran codes contain the following
four blocks which are required to accurately model CFBCs. The first block.

"SUM. FOR", is the external kinetic subroutine developed from the simulation model in

chapter 3 for both gas/solid and gas/gas reactions. The information needed for this block

is obtained from the ASPEN PLUS subroutines and the user Fortran blocks. The

developed kinetic model in Fortran code is presented in Appendix A.2.

The second Fortran block, called "F-1", when integrated with the ASPEN PLUS

input file, calculates the residence time of char particles in the CFBC. This calculadon

is required in order to execute the external subroutine as mentioned above. The program
is presented in Appendix A.3.

The third block, "HYDRO", is inserted into the ASPEN PLUS input file to

calculate the mean void fraction in each section of the upper region and in the dense bed

of the CFBC. The program can be found in Appendix A. 3.

The fourth block of Fortran codes, "S02", calculates the sulphur capture efficiency

in each section of the upper region and in the dense bed. This program is nested in

ASPEN PLUS input file so that all the RSTOIC reactors used to model the SO; capture
in the bed can be executed. The program is presented in Appendix A. 3.



-^
CSTR Kinetic subroutine

E-J
^

~/r
/

C-D
/

/
/

HYDRODYNAMIC MODE'L+FORTRAN BLOCK

[~)-M=>

-E3--U2 * u3 -ri"l- '" -x^>

CSTfl Kinetic subroutine

Figure 4. 1 A Comprehensive Simulation Diagram For the CFBC
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4.2.2 Sunulation convergence

As discussed previously, one of the goals of the CFBC is to promote complete

combustion by recirculating the solids captured by the cyclone back to the base of the

riser. For this reason, the flowsheet contains only one recycle loop. The simulation

flowsheet containing the recycle loop must be solved iteratively and the tear streams,

convergence methods and calculation sequence must be specified. ASPEN PLUS can

perform all of these funcdons automatically or the user can supply them. Some options
are available for converging recycle loop in ASPEN PLUS (ASPEN TECHNOLOGY.

1988(b)). To converge the recirculation stream in the simulation, we have used the

classical bounded Wegstein method, which almost always converges rapidly (ASPEN
TECHNOLOGY, 1988(b)).

It should be mentioned that in order for convergence tq occur, the value of the tear

stream variables should be correctly initialized. Such as initialization will enable a rapid
convergence of the tear streams. In order to initialize the tear stream variables (FASH),
a value greater than G, was considered for the initial tear stream Hux. Since the

combustion efficiency through one pass is less than 10%, the amount of char in the tear

stream was approximately taken to attain 100% combustion efficiency. The composition

of other constituents in the tear stream can be found automatically during convergence.
Sometimes, a direct convergence method, which converges slowly but surely, can be used

to approximate the tear stream variable composition. The initialization of the parameters

whose values are calculated by either Fortran blocks or convergence blocks is extremely
important. The ASPEN PLUS input file for the simulation of the CFBC is presented in
Appendix A. l.
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4.2.3 Simulation results

Herein, the values predicted using our simulation model are compared to those

calculated using the BLACK BOX approach (table 4. 2). Operating data from CANMET

runs were used as basis for simulation calculations (Desai et al, 1991). It can be seen that

the SLPC-1 model has a predictive capability as it calculates the coal combusdon

efficiency, instead of using a given value as for the simple BLACK BOX model. The

smaU differences in the oxygen concentration between the two approaches, can be related

to the combustion efficiency. For the BLACK BOX approach, the combustion efficiency
was assumed to be 100%, while for the SLPC-1 simulation, this value was calculated to
be 98%.
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Table 4.2 The Comparison Between Sunulation Results for BLACK BOX

Approach and "SLPC-1" Approach

SI'Bil&MIiy i INPIIT- mWWK W^W

^BL^iK;B0^ mx-m
KmQ]^r

 

Q&

%.

%

^:

^2©:

VNI:

 

M^

w-

6. 2013

5. 8159

21. 9802

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0. 1918

0.0

0.0

0.0

0. 00

0. 654

21. 982

0. 00

0. 00

0. 00

4.596

0. 00

0. 00

0. 00

0. 00

0. 1198

7. 3082E-2

1.5143

0. 00

0. 676

21. 98

1. 665E-3

0. 0187

1. 226E-3

4.5824

1.285E-3

9.378E-6

8. 578E-8

0.0

0. 068

0.009

1. 5143

.tQ'I^L. 34. 1892 28.9384 28. 853
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4.3 CARBON MONOXIDE COMBUSTION RATE

Carbon monoxide is produced during the incomplete combustion of char or as an

intermediate combustion product in the bed. Factors contributing to CO emission levels

are the bed temperature, O;, CO and HzO concentration. The CO combustion rate has

been studied by several researchers and the most important of them are presented below:

r^=1. 30*1011.exrJ-^P001r' r°-5 r-o-5rCO=A-)u"Ilu"-exP| ~-^- \-<-rn-Co2^cor^oi'^mo^J

(Congalidis and Georgakis, 1981)

^.3.09. 10..exp(-l. ^»-<j.^.^
(Gordon and Amundson, 1976)

'-"..-^T;")(^)"^-("^
(Wong, 1991)

r^=1.20*10u./^3.^̂5-
fl20-| ^H- 160001

^l-'

(Robinson, 1986)

r^= 1. 18 * 1013./-^./p5. /a5..1 p i e.mf -25000 11
rco=l'18*lu"''/co-/02&-[^J-exp[~^J-c

(Robinson, 1986)

(4. 1)

(4. 2)

(4. 3)

(4. 4)

(4. 5)
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The validity of proposed CO combustion rates were determined by inserting the
above expressions into the simulation program. The simulation was then executed for the

conditions of Run ft 1 (Desai et al, 1991) using each of the above rate expressions and the
CO yields are presented below:

iquatiott

®|RpIlt 1.00

m

12000

ia

 

4 I ^:|

00. 0 11.4 45.00

Although CO combustion rates have been widely studied, the usefuhiess of these

expressions pertaining to CFBCs is limited. Considering the above results, the equation

number 4. 5 closely compares to the CO range reported by Desai et al (1991). Therefore.

this expression has been used in the simulation of the experimental conditions throughout
runs #1 to it 14.
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4.4 MODEL VALroATION

In order to validate the proposed model, data from various CANMET runs (Desai et
al. 1991) were used to cover a wide range of condidons as shown in table 4.3. So far.

the results of the simulation were obtained for the condidon Run ff\. The experimental

parameters for each run included emission data, combustion efficiency and sulphur capture
efficiency. These experimental results were compared with those obtained from our

simulation model. Unfortunately, the material balances for the experimental data do not

close and in some cases the error is more than 3 percent. Therefore, it is difficult to

justify the experimental error when the sources of error for the experimental data are

unknown. However, the main difference between the simulation results and experimental

data is related to the oxygen level, which has been corrected for the experimental data in
order to satisfy the material balances. The comparison between the simuladon results and

the experimental data are provided, through the different parameters presented in table 4. 4.
in tables 4. 5 through 4. 18.



Table 4.3 The CFBC Operatmg Conditions (Desai et al, 1991)

.% Jj ̂ e»t: ' II ^imfr ^

-f

:t

^

^K

::^

.^

:^:

«

;t

m

1140 67. 30 19. 20 2. 28 799. 0 0. 45 1. 37

1106 70. 20 15. 90 1. 70 832. 0 0. 43 2. 59

1146 64. 60 13. 20 1. 61 778. 0 0. 43 2. 59

1155 74. 90 23. 50 2. 38 807. 0 0. 43 1. 37

1155 62. 10 16. 10 1. 97 796. 0 0. 43 1. 37

1187 61. 20 17. 60 2. 13 757. 0 0. 42 1. 37

1180 60. 40 16. 60 2. 07 749. 0 0. 41 2. 59

1192 65. 10 17. 90 2. 10 768. 0 0. 85 2. 59

1183 63. 30 17. 80 2. 10 773. 0 0. 85 1. 37

1155 66. 60 17. 90 2. 10 792. 0 0. 86 1. 37

1152 66. 30 18. 10 2. 06 791. 0 0. 86 2. 59

1109 70. 00 18. 20 1. 91 836. 0 0. 84 2. 59

1105 69. 80 18. 00 2. 08 734. 0 0. 85 1. 37

1104 70. 00 18. 70 2. 15 831. 0 0. 85 1. 37
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Table 4.4 Parameters Utilized to Compare Predicted and Experunental Results
Usmg the CANMET Runs Operating Conditions

PARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Wm

Wso2'

Wco*

Wco2*
WNOX*

W^Q*

<?c

1?S02

Amount of N3 in dry flue gas

Amount of SO; in dry flue gas

Amount of CO in dry flue gas

Amount of CO; in dry Hue gas

Amount of N0^ in dry flue gas

Amount of N-fl in dry flue gas

Combustion efficiency

Sulphur capture efficiency

UNITS

%

ppm

ppm

%

ppm

ppm

corrected to 3% Os in dry Hue gas
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Table 4. 5 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN1 and Experimental Data

I.Emissions

0^ (%)

N^ (%)
SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO, (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^O (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

0

^
cn

Q

I

SLPC-tMwiet

2. 48

80. 21

681. 00

45. 00

16. 70

46. 00

00. 00

98. 34

Experimentat

3. 58

80. 97

802. 00

208. 00

15. 90

203. 00

95. 64

74. 45 75. 62
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Table 4.6 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN2 and Experimental Data

Emissions;

0^ (%)

N^ (%)
S02 (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO, (%)

NO, (ppm)

NsO (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

^
f)

s

^

I

SEPG-I Model

1. 71

79. 78

88. 80

152. 00

17. 20

28. 60

00. 00

100. 00

Expenmeiifat

3. 77

81. 12

43. 40

270. 00

15. 96

167. 60

118. 00

96. 00

96. 70 98. 70
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Table 4.7 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUNS and Experimental Data

Emissions:

Oz (%)

N^ (%)
S02 (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO, (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^O (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

0

^
m

s

^

I

SI.PG-I Model

2. 87

80. 70

160. 30

54. 73

16. 28

52. 60

00. 00

98. 84

94. 00

Expenmentat data

3. 79

81. 50

161. 30

233. 00

15. 40

156. 30

89. 00

97. 11

94. 63
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Table 4. 8 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN4A and Experimental Data

Emissions

Oz m

N^ (%)

SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

C02 (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^0 (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

0'
^
cn

Q

I

SI..N-I Model

2. 65

79. 95

719. 00

29. 00

16. 96

47. 00

00. 00

97. 72

ExpenmienM data:

3. 79

81. 45

609. 30

156. 00

15. 40

176. 00

80. 00

96. 60

75. 34 74. 62
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Table 4. 9 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN4B and Experimental Data

Emissions

02 (%)

N. (%)
SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

 

02 (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^O (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

0'
^
cn

Q

I

;;SLt>C-l Model

3. 57

81.02

679. 00

34. 00

15. 90

63. 00

00. 00

100. 00

Experimental data

3. 63

81.23

718. 00

173. 00

15. 60

144. 00

79. 00

96. 64

72. 68 74. 62
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Table 4. 10 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUNS and Experimental Data

issiQns?

0^ (%)

N^ (%)
SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

COs (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^0 (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

0"
^

s

I
I

-SLPC-I Model

4. 20

81. 68

68. 00

10. 00

15. 30

89. 00

00.00

96. 24

97. 44

Experimentat

3. 86

81. 50

154. 00

112. 00

15. 44

309. 00

51.00

97. 05

95. 56
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Table 4. 11 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN6 and Experimental Data

Emissions

02 (%)

N^ (%)
SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO, (%)

NO, (ppm)

NaO (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

0

^
cn
0

.I

:SLPC-I Model

6. 50

83. 46

489. 00

3. 00

13. 25

122. 00

00. 00

87. 40

Experimental

4. 50

82. 20

459. 00

147. 00

14. 70

150. 00

97. 45

81. 60 85. 11
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Table 4. 12 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN7 and Experimental Data

Emissions

02 (%)

N^ (%)
S02 (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO, (%)

NO, (ppm)

N30 (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

ICB^apfui^

Etfieiency

^
m

s

I
I

SEPC-1 Model

6. 73

83. 94

72. 00

18.00

13. 03

115. 00

00. 00

97. 54

Experimental

4. 90

82. 20

2126. 00

189. 00

14. 60

111. 00

97. 44 28. 50
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Table 4. 13 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

Emissions;

Oz (%)

N2 (%)

S02 (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO, (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^O (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

RUNS and Experimental data

0-
^
c<->

3

I
I

SLPC-l^Model

6.6

85. 40

1252. 80

6. 50

12. 98

111. 00

00. 00

99. 995

55. 00

Experimental

4. 00

81. 40

1044. 00

154. 00

15. 60

145. 60

54. 00

98. 90

64. 70
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Table 4. 14 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

Em!ssions:

02

N. (%)

SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO.. (%)

NO, (ppm)

NzO (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

RUN9 and Experimental data

0'
^
c<->

s

I
I

SLPC-IModel

3. 16

80. 86

330. 00

32. 00

16. 10

59. 00

00. 00

98. 10

87. 79

Experimental data

3. 62

80. 82

289. 00

184. 00

16. 10

155. 00

88. 00

97. 30

89. 80
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Table 4. 15 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

Ermssions

0^ (%)

N^ (%)

SO; (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO^ (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^0 (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

RUN10 and Experimental Data

0

ss
m

s

s

I

SLPC-I Model

3. 87

81.50

422. 00

54. 00

15. 40

65. 60

00. 00

98. 16

84. 53

Expenmenfal 4£fta

4. 46

81. 70

424. 00

216. 00

15. 23

107. 62

90. 00

97. 20

85. 60
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Table 4. 16 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

Ejmissions;

0.

N^ (%)

SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

C02 (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^0 (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

(%)

RUN11 and Experimental Data

0

^
cn

s

1

I

SLPa-^Modet

2. 45

80. 22

184. 00

82. 50

-16. 70

35. 00

00.00

99. 00

93. 13

Expenmentat

3. 79

81. 40

118. 00

316. 00

15. 53

107. 00

117. 00

97. 00

96. 00
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Table 4. 17 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN12A and Experimental Data

;Emissions;

Oz

N^ (%)

SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm)

CO^ (%)

NO, (ppm)

N^O (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

0'
^
m

Q

I

SEPC-t Model

0.8

79. 20

106. 00

92. 00

17. 80

18. 00

00. 00

97. 90

ExpemnentalE

3. 80

81. 10

72. 00

262. 00

15. 80

143. 00

110.00

96. 50

96. 45 97.40
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Table 4. 18 Comparison Between SLPC-1 Simulation Results for

RUN12B and Experimental Data

Srmssions:

0, (%)

N^ (%)

SO^ (ppm)

CO (ppm) 
m̂

CO, (%) 2

NO, (ppm)

N^O (ppm)

Combustion

Efficiency

(%)

S02 Capture

Efficiency

I
I

SLPC-t^telet

1. 11

79. 18

131. 00

139. 00

17. 80

23. 00

00. 00

100. 00

Expenmenfat data

3. 83

81. 10

40. 00

245. 00

15. 90

255. 00

116. 00

96. 50

95. 04 98. 50
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4.4. 1 Simulation result analysis

The predicted simulation results regarding the emission levels of COz, N0^, CO and

SO; are compared with those of experimental data. The results are detailed below:

4.4. 1. 1 CO; content in the flue gas

The notable difference between the simulation model results and the experimental data

is related to the higher combustion efficiency predicted by the simulation model.

Considering this, the CO; content in the flue gas predicted by the simulation model is in

good agreement with that of the experimental data.

4.4. 1.2 NO, emission levels

The predicted NO, emission levels ranged from 28. 3 to 122 ppm. The following

parameters have been found to effect the N0^ emission levels (Desai et al, 1991):

a) Temperature

b) Secondary air to primary air ratio (S/P)

c) Secondary air elevation

d) 02 content of the flue gas

All the studies agree that an increase in reactor temperature causes an increase in the NO.

emission levels. We found that the increase in NO, emission levels due to a change in

reactor temperature is not considerable. Figure 4. 2 shows the comparison between the

predicted and experimental NO,. It should be mentioned that only equilibnum conditions

were considered in the modelling of NO, emissions. NO, emissions for the experimental
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CFBC ranged from 106-307 ppm (Desai et al, 1991), initially we expected that the SLPC-

1 simulation model would predict higher NO, emissions than those observed

experimentally. As it turned out, the SLPC-1 emissions were consistently lower than for

the experimental data. This can be related to the fact that the NO, formation model does

not take into account all the formation mechanism of N0^ from the fuel nitrogen. More

studies should be undertaken in order to fully describe this phenomena under CFBC
conditions.

I
0

I
.a
2

Q-

350

300

250

200

150

100

50
0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Experimental NOx (ppm)

Figure 4. 2 Comparison Between the Predicted and Experimental NO.

The secondary air to primary air ratio had an effect on the NO, emission levels. Both

the experimental data and model prediction indicated that lower NO, levels are related to

the higher secondary to primary air ratio, as presented in Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3 The Predicted and Experunental NO, in Different S/P ratios

4.4.1.3 CO emission levels

The CO emission levels predicted by the SLPC-1 model ranged from 3 to 152 ppm,

while those for the experimental data varied from 111-267 ppm. We found that the

foUowing parameters had an effect on the CO emission levels:

a) Temperature

b) 02, and R-fl contents in. the flue gas

c) S/P ratio

d) Hydrodynamic parameters

At high S/P ratios, CO emissions were found to increase slightly (Desai et al., 1991).

Both the simulation results and the experimental data indicated that CO emission levels
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decrease when the combustor temperature increases. The comparison between the

predicted and experimental CO is presented in Figure 4. 4. The difference between the

experimental data and simulation results can be attributed to the fact that the models used

to predict CO emission levels were not totally suited to CFBC conditions.

350

I 300
3 250
g 200
v 150
^ 100

£ 50
0

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Experimental CO (ppm)

Figure 4. 4 Comparison Between the Predicted and Experimental CO

4.4. 1.4 S02 emission levels

The Ca/S molar ratio ranged between 1. 6 and 2. 3 for the various runs considered here.

Such values of Ca/S are usually considered sufficient in order to obtain a reasonable

sulphur capture efficiencies. The following variables have been found to effect the sulphur
capture efficiency (Desai et al, 1991)-

iur
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a) Ca/S ratio

b) Bed temperature

c) S/P ratio and the secondary air elevation

d) D; content of the Hue gas

c) Volumetric percentage of CaO in the bed

Although a definite relation between sulphur capture efficiency and Ca/S molar ratio can

be noted, it is difficult to quantify this relation from the simulation due to the small range

in Ca/S values used during the experimental runs. An increase in temperature was found

to cause a decrease in the sulphur capture efficiency. A detailed-analysis of the

experimental data was provided by Desai et al (1991). Figure 4. 5 shows the comparison

between the predicted and experimental SO;. The predicted simulation results correlated

well with those of experimental.

¥
a.

3

I
T3
<u

1500

1200

900

600

300

0

0 300 600 900 1200 1500

Experimental S02 (ppm)

Figure 4. 5 Comparison Between the Predicted and Experimental SO;
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4.4. 1.5 Combustion efficiency

In order to estimate the combustion efficiency, the SLPC-1 model is considered as a

black box. The two outlet streams, S20 and S22 (Figure 4. 1), contain small amount of

unbumt char particles compared to the concentration of char in the bed. However, this

small fraction of char particles controls the combustion efficiency. The combustion

efficiency (rjc) is defined as:

Total rate of carbon in the outlet stream
Total rate of carbon in the feed stream

The combustion efficiency predicted by the SLPC-1 model is compared in Figure 4. 6 with

the experimental values.

^
0

UJ
c
0
*rf

IS
0
0
T3
<u

T3
<u

100
98
96
94
92
90
88
86

86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100

Experimental Combustion Efficiency (%)

Figure 4. 6 Comparison Between the Predicted and Experunental Combustion

Efficiency
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Herein, the differences do not appear to be large when considering the error caused by

simulating aU unit operation blocks in series. This assumption is somewhat erroneous as

in a real CFBC the phenomena associated with coal combusdon occur simultaneously and

not in series.

4.4. 1.6 0; and CO concentration proffles within the CFBC

The CANMET CFBC pilot plant allows measurement of the emission data at the output

of the CFBC only. It is not possible to obtain the informadon regarding the 0; and CO

concentration profiles along the riser. Our simuladon model goes one step further as it

predicts oxygen and carbon monoxide concentradons within the CFBC. The CANMET

CFBC pilot plant does not provide the data necessary for the simuladon model justificadon

in that way. However, the predicted concentration profiles have been compared

quaUtatively with data from the Uterature. The comparison of experimental data at a given

riser height are in close agreement with those predicted by the SLPC-1 model. In the

lower region, a significant change in the oxygen concentration is found, while in the upper

region, there is a gradual decrease in the oxygen concentration. The CO concentration is

constandy high in the lower region, whUe it sharply decreases in the upper region due to

the injection of secondary air. Typical 0^ and CO concentration profiles provided by

Hansen et al. (1991), presented in Figure 4.7, and experimental data reported by Brereton

et al. (1991) and Grace et al. (1989), presented in Figures 4. 8 and 4.9, are in close

agreement with those obtained by the SLPC-1 model.
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CFBC (Grace et al., 1989)

Due to the relatively dense bed found at the bottom of the CFBC, measurements of the Oz

and CO concentration in the lower region of the bed were very difficult. Therefore, the

experimental data pertaining to 0; and CO concentration have only been reported for the

upper region. The comparison of the experimental data provided from the upper region

with those of the SLPC-1 model, presented in Figures 4. 10 and 4. 11, shows reasonable

agreement.
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Figure 4. 11 CO Concentration ProfUe within the CFBC Predicted by SLPC-1
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4. 4. 1.7 Conclusion

In order to improve the simulation model, several parameters in the simulation model

could be tuned through a opdmisation process, but this is outside the scope of this work.

In general, our model is capable of predicting output variables which correspond closely

to those of the experimental data. Herein, the CFBC has been modelled using two distinct

regions. The lower region is considered perfectly mixed while the upper region is

assumed to operate under plug flow conditions. For the modelling-of the plug flow

regime, discrete intervals, each perfecdy mixed, were considered. Obviously, the model

capability could be enhanced by considering a higher number of discrete intervals. The

increase in the number of discrete intervals required could be optimised in accordance with

the hydrodynamic model. Overall, our study has accomplished the following:

1- Linking between hydrodynamic and reaction models

2- Modelling of reaction kinetics for gas/solid and gas/gas reactions

3- Prediction of sulphur capture efficiency and overall combustion efficiency

4- Prediction of N0^ emission levels

5- Calculation of particle size distribution



CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE

WORK

5.1 CONCLUSIONS

A simulation model was developed for thecombustion of coal in a circulating fluidized

bed. For this purpose, a two-region hydrodynamic model was integrated with the coal

combustion reaction models. The proposed hydrodynamic model which, calculates the bed

voidage along the riser, is based on the Kunii-Levenspiel model and the Patience-Chaouki

correlation. To insure that the required information for the flowsheet is provided, the

hydrodynamic model was developed using a Fortran code nested in the ASPEN PLUS

input file.

The reaction models consider four important aspects of coal combustion:

- The devolatilization and volatile combustion process

- The char combustion process

- The NOx formation process

- The S02 capture process by limestone particles

These aspects were modelled using four reactor models; RYIELD, RSTOIC, RCSTR and
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REQUIL. For all the RCSTR in the lower and in each section of the upper region, the

kinedc models were developed using data from the literature. The developed kinetic

models were inserted into the flowsheet calculations as a subroutine for each RCSTR

block. For the RSTOIC reactors, which model SO; capture, a mathematical model was

developed. This model was derived from mass balance equations and the corresponding

kinetic expressions from the literature, the hydrodynamic parameters and the simplification

hypotheses. The model, developed using Fortran code, was nested in the ASPEN PLUS

input file in order to calculate the SOz capture efficiency required by the RSTOIC reactor

blocks during the simulation.

Our simulation model integrates the hydrodynamic parameters, the reaction models, the

kinetic subroutines, and the Fortran Blocks. The prediction from various models published

in the literature regarding CO combustion rates were also studied.

The validity of the proposed model was demonstrated using fourteen different sets of

operating conditions for the CANMET 0. 8 MWth CFBC pilot plant. The predicted and

the experimental parameters that were compared included emission data, combustion

efficiency and sulphur capture efficiency. It was found that the predicted simulation

results correlated well with the data from the experimental CFBC.

N0^ chemistry is an important concern in the CFBC modelling effort and most of the

work has been done in the last decade. Herein, we have modelled this process at
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equilibrium conditions using three different reacdons. In all cases, the amount of N0^ and

N^O formation reported for the CFBC pilot plant is greater than predicted by the

simulation. This is an interesting point since we have initially expected to predict more

NO, than those of experimental data, but the predicted calculated values for NO, emission

levels were consistently lower than those for the experimental data.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

There is no doubt that our model can certainly serve as a basis for further studies.

Since this has been the first attempt to simulate CFBCs using ASPEN PLUS, further

studies should be performed in order to make the model more comprehensive. These

studies should increase the model applicability over a wide range of conditions. Further

studies are suggested in the following areas:

1. Extending and validating the model on an industrial scale while considering operation

at various circulation rates, operating conditions and pressures for both coal combustion

and for other solid fuels.

2. Inserting more sophisticated hydrodynamic model into the flowsheet.

3. Determining N0^ levels, and factors leading to its formation and destruction by

increasing the number of discrete intervals in the bed and by including all possible

chemical reactions.

4. Studying the sensibility of the key parameters influencing CFBC operation.

5. Proposing the best model to predict CO combustion rate in CFBCs.
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APPENDICES

A. l ASPEN PLUS input file

The following input file, which has been created by Modelmanager Rel. 3. 3-4, is used

to simulate a CFBC. A detailed description of steps involved in this output file can be

found in ASPEN TECHNOLOGY (1988(a), 1988(b) and 1991).

IN-UNITS MET

DEF-STREAMS SOLID ALL

SYS-OPTIONS REUSE=NO TRACE=YES

RUN-CONTROL MAX-TIME=3600 MAX-ERRORS=200

DATABANKS ASPENPCD / SOLIDS

PROP-SOURCES ASPENPCD / SOLIDS

COMPONENTS

H2 H2 H2 /

02 02 02 /

N2 N2 N2 /

eec/

sss/

COAL * COAL /

ASH * ASH /
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S02 02S S02 /

co co co /

C02 C02 C02 /

NO NO NO /

N02 N02 N02 /

N20 N20 N20 /

LIME CAC03-2 LIME /

CAO CAO CAO /

CAS04 CAS04 CAS04 /

H20 H20 H20

FLOWSHEET LOWER

BLOCK Bl IN=F OUT=S1

BLOCK B2 IN=S1 FA1 FL OUT=S2

BLOCK B3 IN=S2 FASH OUT=S3

BLOCK B4 IN=S3 OUT=S4 S5

BLOCK B5 IN=S4S5 OUT=S6

DEF-STREAMS SOLID LOWER

FLOWSHEET SEP

BLOCK B16 IN=S19 OUT=S20 S21
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BLOCK B17 IN=S21 OUT=S22 FASH

DEF-STREAMS SOLID SEP

FLOWSHEET UPPER

BLOCK B6 IN=S6 FA2 OUT=S7

BLOCK B7 IN=S7 OUT=S8

BLOCK B8 IN=S8 OUT=S9 S10

BLOCK B9 IN=S9 S10 OUT=S11

BLOCK B10 IN=S11 OUT==S12

BLOCK Bll IN=S12 OUT=S13 S14

BLOCK B12 IN=S13 S14 OUT=S15

BLOCK B13 IN=S15 OUT=S16

BLOCK B14 IN=S16 OUT=S17 S18

BLOCK B15 IN=S17 S18 OUT=S19

DEF-STREAMS SOLID UPPER

PROPERTIES SYSOPO

NC-COMPS COAL PROXANAL ULTANAL SULFANAL

NC-PROPS COAL ENTHALPY HCOALGEN / DENSITY DCOALIGT

NC-COMPS ASH PROXANAL ULTANAL SULFANAL

NC-PROPS ASH ENTHALPY HCOALGEN / DENSITY DCOALIGT
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DEF-SUBS-ATTR PSD PSD

INTERVALS 10

SIZE-LIMITS 0.0 / 2. 00000E-4 / 4. 00000E-4 / 8. 00000E-4 / &

l. OOOOOE-3 / 2. 00000E-3 / 3. 00000E-3 / 4. 00000E-3 / &

5.00000E-3 / 6.00000E-3 / .0100000

DEF-SUBS-ATTR PSDLIM PSD

INTERVALS 10

SIZE-LIMITS 150 <MU> / 250 <MU> / 350 <MU> /450 <MU> / &

600 <MU> / 800 <MU> / 1000 <MU> / 1500 <MU>/ &

2000 <MU> / 3000 <MU> / 5000 <MU>

DEF-SUBS CIPSD CIPSD

DEF-SUBS-CLA CIPSD

DEF TYPE=CISOLID ATTR=PSDLIM

DEF-SUBS CIPSD1 CIPSD1

DEF-SUBS-CLA CIPSD1

DEF TYPE=CISOLID ATTR=PSD
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DEF-STREAM-C SOLID MIXED CIPSD1 CIPSD NCPSD

STREAM F

SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP =298 <K> PRES=1.05

MASS-FLOW H20 3.7

SUBSTREAM NCPSD TEMP =298 <K> PRES=1.05

MASS-FLOW COAL 67.3

COMP-ATTR COAL PROXANAL ( 5. 2 54. 87 35. 62 9 )

COMP-ATTR COAL ULTANAL ( 9 74. 5 4. 3 4 0. 0 3. 3 5. 3 )

COMP-ATTR COAL SULFANAL ( 1. 97 . 08 2. 6 )

SUBS-ATTR PSD ( 0. 1 0. 08 0. 12 0.07 0. 19 0. 14 0. 1 0. 1 &

0. 08 0. 02)

STREAM FA1

SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP=298 PRES=1. 05 MASS-FLOW=551. 0000 &

NPHASE=1

MOLE-FRAC 02 0.21 / N2 0.79

STREAM FA2

SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP =298 PRES=1.05 MASS-FLOW=248.0000 &

NPHASE=1

MOLE-FRAC 02 0. 21 / N2 0. 79
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STREAM FASH

SUBSTREAM MIXED TEMP =1140.000 PRES= 1.050000

SUBSTREAM CIPSD1 TEMP =1140. 000 PRES= 1. 050000

MOLE-FLOW C 57. 42036

SUBS-ATTR PSD ( 0. 1 0. 08 0. 12 0.07 0. 19 0. 14 0. 1 0. 1 &

0. 08 0. 02 )

SUBSTREAM CIPSD TEMP =1140.000 PRES= 1.050000

MOLE-FLOW CAO 8.218800 / CAS04 4. 627404

SUBS-ATTR PSDLIM ( 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 4 0. 15 0. 08 0. 04 0. 02 &

0. 10. 0)

SUBSTREAM NCPSD TEMP=1140.000 PRES=1.050000

MASS-FLOW ASH 26000

COMP-ATTR ASH PROXANAL (00 0 100 )

COMP-ATTR ASH ULTANAL ( 10000 00 00)

COMP-ATTR ASH SULFANAL (000)

SUBS-ATTR PSD ( 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.035 0.045 0.045 &

0. 09 0. 335 0. 31)

STREAM FL

SUBSTREAM CIPSD TEMP =298. 1500 PRES=1.05

MASS-FLOW LIME 19.2

SUBS-ATTR PSDLIM ( 0. 003 0. 0045 0. 0073 0. 0172 0. 033 &
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0. 1350. 360. 240. 1680. 032)

BLOCK B6 MIXER

PARAMPRES=0

BLOCK B17 FSPLIT

PARAM MAXIT=300

MASS-FLOW FASH 23400

BLOCK B 12 RSTOIC

PARAM TEMP =1140 <K> PRES=1. 05 MAXIT=300

STOIC 1 CIPSD CAO -1 / MIXED S02 -1 / 02 -0.5 / &

CIPSD CAS04 1

CONV 1 MIXED S02 0.6

BLOCK B15 RSTOIC

PARAM TEMP =1140 <K> PRES=1.05 NPHASE=1 MAXIT=300

STOIC 1 CIPSD CAO -1 / MIXED S02 -1 / 02 -0.5 / &

CIPSD CAS04 1

CONV 1 MIXED S02 0.6

BLOCK B2 RSTOIC
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PARAM TEMP=1140. 000 PRES=1. 05 NPHASE=1 MAXFT=200 TOL=0. 001

STOIC 1 CIPSD1 C -1 / MIXED 02 -0.5 / CO 1

STOIC 2 CIPSD1 S -1 / MIXED 02 -1 / S02 1

STOIC 3 MIXED H2 -1 / 02 -0.5 / H20 1

CONY 1 CIPSD1 C 0. 3132

CONV 2 CIPSD1 S 1.0

CONV 3 MIXED H2 1

BLOCK B5 RSTOIC

&

PARAM TEMP =1140. 000 PRES=1 05 NPHASE=1 SERIES =YES MAXFT=200

TOL=0. 001

STOIC 1 CIPSD LIME -1 / CAO 1 / MIXED C02 1

STOIC 2 CIPSD CAO -1 / MIXED S02 -1 / 02 -0.5 / &

CIPSD CAS04 1

CONV 1 CIPSD LIME 1

CONV 2 MIXED S02 0.6

BLOCK B9 RSTOIC

PARAM TEMP =1140 <K> PRES=1.05 NPHASE=1

STOIC 1 CIPSD CAO -1 / MIXED S02 -1 / 02 -0.5 / &

CFPSD CAS04 1
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CONV 1 MIXED S02 0.6

BLOCK Bl RYIELD

PARAM TEMP=1140 PRES=1. 05 NPHASE=1 MAXIT=200 TOL=0. 001

MASS-YIELD MIXED H2 0.043 / N2 0.04 / 02 0.049 / &

CIPSD1 C 0. 745 / S 0. 033 / NCPSD ASH 0. 09

COMP-ATTR NCPSD ASH PROXANAL (0 00 100 )

COMP-ATTR NCPSD ASH ULTANAL f 10000 0 000)

COMP-ATTR NCPSD ASH SULFANAL (000)

BLOCK B 11 REQUIL

PARAMNREAC=3 TEMP=1140 <K> PRES=1. 05 CHEM-MAXFT=300 &

MAXIT=300

STOIC 1 N2 -0.5 */ 02 -I */ N02 1 *

STOIC 2N2 -1 */ 02 -0. 5 * / N20 1 *

STOIC 3N2 -1 */ 02-1 */N02 *

FRAC CIPSD1

FRAC CIPSD

FRAC NCPSD

BLOCK B 14 REQUIL

PARAMNREAC=3 TEMP=1140 <K> PRES=1. 05 CHEM-MAXIT=300 &
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MAXIT=300

STOIC 1 N2 -0. 5 */ 02 -I */ N02 1 *

STOIC 2N2 -1 */ 02 -0.5 * / N20 1 *

STOIC 3N2-1 */ 02 -1 */N02 *

FRAC CIPSD1

FRAC CIPSD

FRAC NCPSD

BLOCK B4 REQUIL

PARAMNREAC==3TEMP=1140 <K> PRES=1. 05 NPHASE=1 &

CHEM-MAXIT=500 MAXIT=500

STOIC 1 N2 -0.5 */ 02 -I */ N02 1 *

STOIC 2N2 -1 */ 02 -0. 5 * / N20 1 *

STOIC 3N2 -1 */ 02-1 */N02 *

FRAC CIPSD1

FRAC CIPSD

FRAC NCPSD

BLOCK B8 REQUIL

PARAM NREAC=3 TEMP=1140 <K> PRES=1. 05 NPHASE=1 &

CHEM-MAXIT=300 MAXIT=100

STOIC 1 N2 -0. 5 */ 02 -I */ N02 1 *
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STOIC 2N2 -1 */ 02 -0.5 * / N20 1 *

STOIC 3 N2 -1 */02-1 */N02 *

FRAC CIPSD1

FRAC CIPSD

FRAC NCPSD

BLOCK B10 RCSTR

SUBROUTINE KINETICS = SUM

USER-VECS NREAL=4

INT VALUE-LIST=0

REAL VALUE-LIST=1. 121E-3 200. 0 23. 0 0. 9718

PARAM VOL=275. 0 TEMP= 1140. 000 PRES= 1.050000 MB-MAXIT=300

STOIC 1 CIPSD1 C -1 / MIXED 02 -0.5 / CO 1

STOIC 2 MIXED CO -1 / 02 -0.5 / C02 1

BLOCK B13 RCSTR

SUBROUTINE KINETICS =SUM

USER-VECS NREAL=4

DSTT VALUE-LIST=0

REAL VALUE-LIST=1.121E-3 300.0 23.0 0.976

PARAMVOL=274.4TEMP=1140 <K> PRES=1.05 MB-MAXIT=300

STOIC 1 CIPSD1 C -1 / MIXED 02 -0.5 / CO 1
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STOIC 2 MIXED CO -1 / 02 -0.5 / C02 1

BLOCK B3 RCSTR

SUBROUTINE KINETICS =SUM

USER-VECS NREAL=4

INT VALUE-LIST=0

REAL VALUE-LIST=1.121E-3 200.0 23.0 0. 82

PARAM VOL=178. 1 TEMP=1140. 000 PRES=1. 05 MB-MAXFT=300

STOIC 1 CIPSD1 C -1 / MIXED 02 -0.5 / CO 1

STOIC 2 MIXED CO -1 / 02 -0.5 / C02 1

BLOCK B7 RCSTR

SLTBROUTINE KINETICS =SUM

USER-VECS NREAL=4

INT VALUE-LIST=0

REAL VALUE-LIST=1.121E-3 300 23.0 0.9165

PARAM VOL=137. 6 TEMP=1140 PRES=1. 05 MB-MAXIT=300

STOIC 1 CIPSD1 C -1 / MIXED 02 -0. 5 / CO 1

STOIC 2 MDCED CO -1 / 02 -0. 5 / C02 1

BLOCK B16 CYCLONE

SIMULATION DIAM=0.61
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CONV-OPTIONS

PARAM STATE=H

WEGSTEIN MAXIT=300 WAIT=2 QMIN=-1E10 QMAX=1 ACCELERATE=10

NACCELERATE=0

TEAR

TEAR FASH 0.01 STATE=H
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A.2 User-supplied kinetic subroutine (Fortran block SUM.FOR)

This block is the external kinetic subroutine developed from the simulation model in

chapter 3. The information needed for the block is obtained from the ASPEN plus

subroutines and the Fortran block "F-1 "(Appendix A. 3). The developed kinetic model in

Fortran code is presented below:

SUBROUTINE SUM (SOUT, NSUBS, IDXSUB,ITYPE,NINTK,INTK,NREALK,

1 REALK, IDS,NPO,NBOPST, NIWK,IWK,NWK,WK,NC,NR,

2 STOIC, RATES)

c

IMPLICIT REAL"e8(A-H, 0-Z)

c

DIMENSION SOUT(40), IDXSUB(NSUBS), ITYPE(NSUBS), INTK(NINTK),

1 REALK(NREALK), IDS(2, 1), NBOPST(6, NPO), IWK(NIWK),

2 WK(NWK), STOIC(NSUBS ,NC,NR) ,RATES(32)

c

COMMON /USER/ RMISS, IMISS,NGBAL, IPASS, IRESTR, ICONVG,LMSG,

1 LPMSG, KFLAG, NHSTRY, NRPT, NTRMNL

COMMON /NCOMP/ NCC, NNCC, NCQ

COMMON /IDSCC/ IDSCC(2, 1)

COMMON /IDSNCC/ IDSNCC(2, 1)
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COMMON /MW/ XMW(l)

COMMON /XFLASHZ/ ALKMAX, AKMAX, AKMIN, ATMAX, ATMIN,

* APMAX, EXPMAX, DLOGMN, XSOLMX, DIVMIN

COMMON /STWORK/ NRETN, NIRETN, NHXF, NHYF, NWYF, NSTW, KK1, KK2,

1 KZ1,KZ2, KA1,KA2, KRET,KRSC,MF,MX,MX1,MX2,MY,MCS,MNC,

2 MHXF, MHYF, MWY,MRETN, MIM,MIC,MIN,MPH, MIRETN

COMMON /STWKWK/ NCPM, NCPCS,NCPNC,NTRIAL, IDUM3(2), TCALC,

* PCALC, VCALC, QCALC, BETCAL, RDUM(21), RESLTS(1)

DATARD/1E-5/, ROCHAR/2267/, EPSIC/0. 30/

DmENSION INDX(l)

EQUIVALENCE (INDX(1), RESLTS(1))

DHMENSION CONC(20), F(20)

TK=SOUT(NCC+2)

C WRITE(NRPT, *) ' TK=', TK

PPAS=SOUT(NCC+3)

c

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'NCC=', NCC

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'S1-2', (SOUT(I), I=1, 2)
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c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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WRTTE(NRPT, *) )S3-4', (SOUT(I), I=3,4)

WRITE(NRPT, *) tS5-6', (SOUT(I), I=5, 6)

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'S7-8', (SOUT(I), I=7, 8)

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'S9-10', (SOUT(I), I=9, 10)

WRITE(NRPT, *)'S11-12', (SOUT(I), I=11, 12)

WRITE(NRPT, ilt)lS13-14', (SOUT(I), I=13, 14)

WRITE(NRPT, 'IC) 'S15', SOUT(15), 'S16', SOUT(16)

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'SOUT=', (SOUT(I), I=17, 18)

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'SOUT=', (SOUT(I), I=19, 21)

CALLVOLVCTK, PPAS, RESLTS(MY), NCPM, INDX(MIM), NBOPST, 3, 1, VOLM,

* D2, KER)

VOLMIN=1./VOLM

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'VOLMIN=' ,VOLMIN, 'VOLM =' ,VOLM

c

FLOWTN= SOUT(NCC+1)

C WRITE(NRPT, *) TLOWTN=', FLOWTN

c

D0200I=1, NCC

CONC(I)= SOUT(I)*VOLMIN/FLOWTN
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F(1) ==SOUT(I)/FLOWTN

C WRITE(NRFT, *) T(I)=', F(I)

200 CONTINUE

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'CONC=', CONC(2)

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'CONC=', CONC(7)

WRTTE(NRPT, *) 'CONC=', CONC(15)

WRITE(NRPT, *)1CONC=', (CONC(I), I=10, 12)

WRITE(NRPT, *)'CONC=', (CONC(I), I=13, 15)

WRITE(NRPT, 'IC) 'CONC=', (CONC(I), I= 16, 20)

RKCR= 1. 55E7*DEXP(-1. 5E4/TK)

RC=REALK(1)

A=(3*RKCR*RC/RD)**0.5

PIE=3. 141592654

Al=(2. '!tPIE*A)/360.

ETA02=DABS((3. /(A**2))*(A/DTAN(A1)-1))

FCHAR=REALK(2)

S2TOT=REALK(3)
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EPSILON=REALK(4)

R123=3*ETA02S I'RKCR*(1-EPSILON)*FCHAR*CONC(2)/

1 (ROCHAR*RC*(1-EPSIC)*S2TOT)

R223 = 1. 8E13*DEXP(-12588. 12/TK)*(F(2)**0. 5)

1 °ltF(7)*(F(15)'lc*0. 5)*VOLMIN*(0. 013/TK)*EPSILON

c

c

c

c

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'EPSILON=',REALK(4)

WRITE(NRPT, *) '1-R123=', R123

WRITE(NRPT, *) '1-R223=', R223

C REACTION RATES IN MIXED-FLOW

c

RATES(1)=0.0

RATES(2) =-0. 5*(R123-LR223)

RATES(3)=0.0

RATES(4)=0.0

RATES(5)=0.0

RATES(6)=0.0

RATES(7)=R123-R223
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RATES(8)=R223

RATES(9)=0.0

RATES(10)=0.0

RATES(11)=0.0

RATES(12)=0.0

RATES(13)=0.0

RATES(14)=0.0

RATES(15)=0.0

C REACTION RATES IN SOLID-FLOW (CIPSD1)

c

RATES(16)=0.0

RATES(17)=0.0

RATES(18)=0.0

RATES(19)=-R123

RATES(20)=0.0

RATES(21)=0.0

RATES(22)=0.0

RATES(23)=0.0

RATES(24)=0.0

RATES(25)=0.0
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RATES(26)=0.0

RATES(27)=0.0

RATES(28)=0.0

RATES(29)=0.0

RATES(30)=0.0

C REACTION RATES IN SOLID FLOW (CIPSD)

c

DO 155 1=31, 45

RATES (I) =0.0

155 CONTINUE

C REACTION RATES IN NON CONVENTIONAL STREAM

c

RATES(46)=0.0

RATES(47)=0.0

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATES', (RATES(I), I=1,3)

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATES'. (RATES (I), I =4, 6)

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATES'. (RATES (I), I =7, 9)

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATES', (RATES(I), I=10, 12)
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C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATESt, (RATES(I), I:

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATES', (RATES(I), I=

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATES'. (RATES (I), Is

C WRITE(NRFT, *) 'RATES', (RATES (I), I =

C WRITE(NRFT, *) 'RATES'. (RATES (!), !=

C WRITE(NRPT, ») 'RATES', (RATES(I), I=

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RATES'. (RATES (I), I:

RETURN

=13, 15)

=16, 18)

=20, 21)

=22, 24)

=24, 27)

=28, 30)

=31, 32)

END
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A.3 Fortran codes listing

Along with the unit operation blocks provided by ASPEN PLUS, four complete Fortran

programs, an external subroutine for the kinetic models, and three internal fortran blocks

were used in the simulation. The required data necessary to execute the Fortran blocks

were collected from ASPEN PLUS streams. The Fortran codes contain the following four

blocks which are required to accurately model CFBCs. The first block, "SUM. FOR", is

the external kinetic subroutine developed from the simulation model in chapter 3 for both

gas/solid and gas/gas reactions. The developed kinetic model in Fortran code was

presented in Appendix A. 2.

The second fortran block, called "F-1", when integrated with the ASPEN PLUS input

file, calculates the residence time of char particles in the CFBC. This calculation is then

required in order to execute the external subroutine as mentioned above. The developed

program coded in Fortran is presented below:

FORTRAN F-1

DEFINE FS2C MASS-FLOW STREAM =S2 SUBSTREAM=CIPSD1 &

COMPONENT =C

DEFINE FASHC MASS-FLOW STREAM=FASH SUBSTREAM=CIPSD1 &

COMPONENT =C

DEFINE FCHAR1 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B3 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT=2
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DEFINE S201 STREAM-VAR STREAM=S2 SUBSTREAM=CIPSD1 &

VARIABLE=MASS-FLOW

DEFINE S202 STREAM-VAR STREAM =S2 SUBSTREAM=CIPSD &

VARIABLE =MASS-FLOW

DEFINE S203 STREAM-VAR STREAM=S2 SUBSTKEAM=NCPSD &

VARIABLE=MASS-FLOW

DEFINE S202D STREAM-VAR STREAM =S2 SUBSTREAM=CIPSD &

VARIABLE =MASS-DENSFTY

DEFINE SA202 STREAM-VAR STREAM=FASH SUBSTREAM=CIPSD &

VARIABLE =MASS-FLOW

DEFINE SA203 STREAM-VAR STREAM =FASH SUBSTREAM=NCPSD &

VARIABLE =MASS-FLOW

DEFINE SA201 STREAM-VAR STREAM=FASH SUBSTREAM=CIPSD1 &

VARIABLE =MASS-FLOW

DEFINE SA202D STREAM-VAR STREAM=FASH SUBSTREAM=CIPSD &

VARIABLE=MASS-DENSITY

DEFINE S2TOT BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B3 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT=3

DEFINE FCHAR2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B7 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT=2

DEFINE S7TOT BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B7 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT=3
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DEFINE FCHAR3 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B10 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE =REAL ELEMENT =2

DEFINE S11TOT BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B10 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT=3

DEFINE FCAHR4 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B13 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT=2

DEFINE S15TOT BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B13 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE =REAL ELEMENT =3

F

F

F

F

c

FCHAR1 =FS2C+FASHC

FCHAR2=FCHAR1

FCHAR3=FCHAR1

FCHAR4=FCHAR1

F WRITE(NRPT, *) 'FCHAR1=' , FCHAR1

F WRITE(NRPT, *) TCHAR2=' , FCHAR2

c

F ASHD=0.8

F CHARD ==2.267

c

F S2SUM=0. 001*(S201/CHARD+S202/S202D+S203/ASHD)
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F

F

F

F

c

IF(SA201. NE. O. O) GO TO 50

IF(SA202. NE.O. O) GO TO 60

SASUM =0. 001 *(SA203/ASHD)

GO TO 200

F 50 IF(A202. NE. O. O) GO TO 100

F SASUM=0. 001*(SA201/CHARD+SA203/ASHD)

F GO TO 200

c

F 60 SASUM=0. 001*(SA202/SA202D+SA203/ASHD)

F GO TO 200

c

F 100 SASUM=0. 001*(SA201/CHARD+SA202/SA202D+SA203/ASHD)

c

F 200 S2TOT=S2SUM+SASUM

F S7TOT=S2TOT

F S11TOT=S2TOT

F S15TOT=S2TOT

c

F WRITE(NRFT, *) . S7TOT=<, S7TOT, 'S2TOT=', S2TOT

EXECUTE BEFORE BLOCK B3
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The third block, "HYDRO", is inserted into the ASPEN PLUS input file to calculate

the mean void fraction in each section of the upper region and in the dense bed of the

CFBC. The developed program, in Fortran code, is presented below:

FORTRAN HYDRO

DEFINE BEDV BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B3 VARIABLE=VOL

SENTENCE =PARAM

DEFINE BEDV1 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B7 VARIABLE=VOL

SENTENCE=PARAM

DEFINE BEDV2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B10 VARIABLE=VOL &

SENTENCE ==PARAM

DEFINE BEDV3 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B13 VARIABLE=VOL &

SENTENCE=PARAM

DEFINE VOIDL BLOCK-VAR BLOCK =B3 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT =4

DEFINE VOIDU1 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B7 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT=4

DEFINE VOIDU2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B10 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE =REAL ELEMENT=4

DEFINE VOIDU3 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B13 VARIABLE =VALUE-LIST &

SENTENCE=REAL ELEMENT =4
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F AREA=3. 14159*(BEDD/2. )**2.

F VOID(1)=0. 82

c

c

c

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

c

-GS {KG/M2. SEC}

GS =50.0

DPDL=DP*(ROG*(ROSL-ROG)*G/VISCO**2. )**(1. /3.)

UTDL=1. /(18. 0/(DPDL**2. )+(2. 335-1. 744*PHIS)/(DPDL**0. 5))

UT=UTDL*(ROG**2. 0/(VISCO*(ROSL-ROG)*G))**(-1. /3.)

FR= UGAS(4)/(G*BEDD)**0.5

FRT= UT/(G*BEDD)**0.5

PHI=1.0+5. 6/FR+0. 47*FRT**0. 41

VOID(4) = 1. 0/(PHI*GS/(UGAS(4)*ROSL) +1.0)

A=5. 0/UGAS(4)

BEDZ=-1. /A*DLOG((VOIDS-VOID(4))/(VOIDS- OID(l)))

F

F

F

F

c

BDL(l) =BEDV/AREA/1000

BDL(2)=BEDZ/3.

BDL(3)=2. *BEDZ/3.

BDL(4) =BEDLT-BEDZ-BDL(1)
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F

F

F

F

c

BEDVV(1)=BEDV

BEDVV(2) =AREA*BDL(2)il<1000

BEDVV(3) =AREA*BDL(3)*1000

BEDVV(4) =AREA"CBDL(4)*1000

F VOID(2) = VOIDS +C^OIDS-VOID(1))/(BDL(1)*A)*(EXP(-A*BDL(2))-1)

F VOID(3) = VOIDS + (VOIDS-VOID(1))/(BDL(2)*A)*

F * (EXP(-A*BEDZ)-EXP(-A*BDL(2)))

c

F

F

F

F

c

VOIDL =VOID(1)

VOIDU1 =VOID(2)

VOIDU2=VOID(3)

VOIDU3=VOID(4)

F

F

F

c

BEDV1 =BEDVV(2)

BEDV2=BEDVV(3)

BEDV3=BEDVV(4)
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F WRTTE(NRPT, *) 'UGAS=', (UGAS(I), 1=1,4)

F WRITE(NRPT, *) 'BEDL(I)=', (BEDL(I), 1=1,4)

F WRITE(NRPT, *) 'BEDVV(4)=', (BEDVV(I), I=1,4)

F WRITE(NRPT, 'it) 'VOID(I)=', (VOID(I), I=1, 4)

EXECUTE AFTER BLOCK B3

The fourth block of Fortran codes. "S02", calculates the sulphur capture efficiency in

each section of the upper region and in the dense bed. This program is nested in ASPEN

PLUS input file so that all the RSTOIC reactors used to model the S02 capture in the bed

can be executed. The program, coded in Fortran, is presented below:

FORTRAN S02

F COMMON /USER1/ UGAS

c

F REAL*8 PMRSB(10, 10), PMRSN(10, 10), DAVE(IO), TAVE(IO),

F 1 UGAS(4), BEDL(4), RS02(10), YS02(10), ETAS02(10),

F 2 DS(10), XCAO(10), AKL(10), KV,BDL(4), VOID(4),

F 3 BEDVV(4)

c

DATA DS/0. 02, 0. 03, 0. 04, 0. 05, 0. 07, 0. 09, 0. 125, 0. 175, 0. 25, 0. 47
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F DATA R/8. 205E-2/, ROL/3313. 61/, SIGMP/0. 001/, BETA/0. 16/

F DATA BEDD/0. 405/, BEDLT/6. 7/, KV/8E-4/

F DATA EPSI/0. 52/, VCAO/1. 69E-2/

F DATA G/9. 8/, ROSL/3350. /, ROG/0. 313/, VOIDS/0. 9999/

F DATA VISCO/4. 45E-4/, DP/1. 25E-4/, PHIS/0. 806/

F DATA AKL/3E-3, 4. 5E-3, 7. 3E-3, 1. 72E-2, 3. 3E-2, 0. 135, 0. 36, 0. 24

F * , 0. 168, 3. 2E-2/

c

DEFINE FA1 STREAM-VAR STREAM=FA1 SUBSTREAM= MIXED &

VARIABLE=MOLE-FLOW

DEFINE FA2 STREAM-VAR STREAM =FA2 SUBSTREAM= MIXED &

VARIABLE =MOLE-FLOW

DEFINE FL STREAM-VAR STREAM=FL SUBSTREAM=CIPSD &

VARIABLE =MASS-FLOW

DEFINE FLASH MASS-FLOW STREAM =FASH SUBSTREAM=CIPSD &

COMPONENT =CAO

DEFINE BEDT BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B3 VARIABLE=TEMP

SENTENCE=PARAM

DEFINE BEDV BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B3 VARIABLE=VOL

SENTENCE=PARAM

DEFINE BEDV1 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B7 VARIABLE=VOL
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SENTENCE =PARAM

DEFINE BED V2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK =B10 VARIABLE=VOL &

SENTENCE=PARAM

DEFINE FS02IN MOLE-FLOW STREAM=S2 SUBSTREAM= MIXED &

COMPONENT =S02

DEFINE ETAL BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B5 VARIABLE=CONV

SENTENCE =CONV &

ID1=2

DEFINE ETAU1 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK =B9 VARIABLE =CONV

SENTENCE =CONV &

ID1==1

DEFINE ETAU2 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B12 VARIABLE=CONV &

SENTENCE=CONV ID1=1

DEFINE ETAU3 BLOCK-VAR BLOCK=B15 VARIABLE=CONV &

SENTENCE =CONV ID 1 = 1

C CALCULATION OF S02 CAPTURE EFFICIENCY IN THE CFBC

c

c % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % FAIR1 ,FAIR2, FS020 (KMOLE/SEC) % % % % % %

c

F FAIR1=FA1/3600
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F FAIR2=FA2/3600

F FS020=FS02IN/3600

c

C %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% FLIME (KG/SEC)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

c

F FLIME=FL/3600

F FLS2=FLASH/3600

c

C %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% B ED V L (CM)

% % % % % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % % % % %

c

F BEDVL=BEDV/1000

c

c

c

c

c

WRITE(NRPT, *) TAIR1 =', FAIR1, 'FAIR2=', FAIR2

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'FUME =',FUME

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'BEDVL=' ,BEDVL, TS020=' , FS020

WRITE(NRPT, *) TLS2=',FLS2

F NL=10

F NF=7

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% BEDP ( BED PRESSURE, ATM)
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% % % % % % % % % % % % % %

F

F

F

F

F

c

c

F

F

F

F

c

BEDP=1.05

AREA=3. 14159*(BEDD/2. )**2.

BEDL(l) =BEDVL/AREA

BEDL(2) =BEDV1/AREA/1000

BEDL(3) =BEDV2/AREA/1000

BEDL(4) =BEDLT-(BEDL(1) +BEDL(2) +BEDL(3))

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'BEDL=', (BEDL(I), I=1,4)

F CONC=BEDP/(R*BEDT)

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'CONC=', CONC

c

UGAS(l) =FAIR1/(AREA*CONC)

UGAS(2) =UGAS(1) +FAIR2/(AREA*CONC)

UGAS(3)=UGAS(2)

UGAS(4)=UGAS(3)

C WRITE(NRPT, !lt) 'UGAS(I)=', (UGAS(I), I=1, 4)

c

F RS02(1)=FS020/BEDVL

c

F YS02(1) =0. 00005
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F MF=NF+1

c

F DO 11=1, 10

F PMRSB(1, I)=AKL(I)

F 1 CONTINUE

c

c

F XX=0.0

F M=2

F XCAO(1)=0.0

c

F D02J=1,4

F SUMST=0.0

c

F DO 3 I=MF,NL

F SUMST=SUMST+PMRSB(J, I)

F PMRSN(J, I) =(1-BETA/(NL-NF))*PMRSB(J, I)

F 3 CONTINUE

F SUMS=SUMST*BETA/((NL-NF)*NF)

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'SUMST=', SUMST

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'SUMS =', SUMS
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F D04I=1,NF

F PMRSN(J, I)=PMRSB(J, I)+SUMS

F 4 CONTINUE

c

F SUMP =0.0

c

F DO 5 1=1. 10

F SUMP=SUMP+PMRSN(J, I)/DS(I)

F 5 CONTINUE

c

F DAVE(J)=1. 0/SUMP

c

F DO 10 1=1, 10

F PMRSB(J+1, 1) =PMRSN(J, I)

F 10 CONTINUE

F 2 CONTINUE

c

c

F D023J=1,4

F A1=3. 33E-4*DEXP(-0. 0113*DAVE(J))
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c

F

c

F

c

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'A1=', A1

ALPHA = 35*(DAVE(J))**0. 30

WRTTE(NRPT, *) ' ALPHA =\ ALPHA

TAVE(J)=ROL*SIGMP*AREA*BEDL(J)/(FLIME*(1-XX))/0. 56

F 8 XCA01=TAVE(J)-1/A1*DLOG(1+6*ALPHA*CONC

F * *YS02(J)/(DAVE(J)*KV)*(DEXP(A1*TAVE(J))-1))

c

F XCA02 = DAVE(J)/(6*ALPHA*CONC*YS02(J))-1/KV

F XCAO(M)= VCAO/(1-EPSI)*XCA01/XCA02

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'XCA01==', XCA01, 'XCA02=', XCA02

c

C WRITE(NRFT, *) 'XCAO =' ,XCAO(M)

F RS021 =XCAO(M)*FLIME*(1-XX)/(100*BEDL(J)*AREA)

C WRITE(NRFT, *) 'RS021=', RS021

F YS02JN=ABS(BEDL(J)*(RS02(J)-RS021)/(CONC*UGAS(J)))

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'YS02JN=', YS02JN

F IF(DABS((YS02JN-YS02(J))/YS02JN) . LE. 1E-2) GO TO 7

F YS02(J)=YS02JN

F GO TO 8
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F 7 ETAS02(J)=1-YS02(J)*CONC*UGAS(J)/(RS02(J)*BEDL(J))

F IF(J. EQ. 4) GO TO 9

c

F YS02(J+1)=YS02(J)

F RS02(J+1) =BEDL(J)*(RS02(J)-RS021)/BEDL(J+1)

C WRTTE(NRPT, *) 'RS02(J+1)=', RS02(J+1)

F XX=XX+XCAO(M)*(1-XCAO(M-1))

F M=M+1

c

c

F 23 CONTINUE

F 9 ETAL = ETAS02(1)

F ETAU1= ETAS02(2)

F ETAU2= ETAS02(3)

F ETAU3= ETAS02(4)

c

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'ETAL=', ETAL, 'ETAU1=', ETAU1

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'ETAU2=', ETAU2, 'ETAU3=', ETAU3

C WRITE(NRPT, *) 'DAVE =', (DAVE(I), 1=1, 4)
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F

c

F

c

c

c

WRTTE(NRPT, *) 'TAVE=', CTAVE(I), I=1, 4)

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'RS02=', (RS02(I), I=1, 4)

WRITE(NRFT, *) 'ETAS02=', (ETAS02(I), I=1, 4)

WRITE(NRPT, *) 'PMRSB =' , ((PMRSB(J, I), I = 1, 10), J= 1, 4)

WRITE(NRPT, *) TMRSN=', ((PMRSN(J, I) ,1 = 1, 10), J= 1, 4)

c

c

EXECUTE BEFORE BLOCK B3
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A.4 A typical calculation for FC

The equadon 3. 3 is used to calculate the mean radius of the char particles. In order

to do so, the weight tocdon vector of char particles and char particle radius vector are

required.

Table A. 4. 1 Particle Size Distdbution of Char Particles

Interval

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

rc(k) ,m

104

3*104

6*i(y4

9*1&4

1. 5*10-3

2. 5*10-3

3. 5*10-3

4. 5*10-3

5. 5*10-3

8*10-3

Pk(rc(k))

0.1

0. 08

0. 12

0.07

0. 19

0. 14

0.1

0.1

0. 08

0.02



rc=-
1

Pt^K))
rW
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(3. 3)

Using the information given in table A. 4. 1, the mean radius particle size is calculated by

equation 3. 3:

Tc = 0.557 mm

During the convergence process, ASPEN PLUS adjusts the value of the Pk(rc(k)) which

then used to calculate Fc according to equation 3.3.
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A.5 Description of CANMET 0.8 MWth CFBC pilot plant
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Pilot-Scale Circulattng Fluidized Bed Combustion Research Facility at
Combustion and Carbonization Research Laboratory, CAIfl-lET

BY

D. L. Ctesai*, F. D. Priedrich* and G. K. Lee*
* CWSH', Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, Otta\., -a, Ontario, K1A OG1

I1\7TRODUCTION

Energy, I-iines and Resources Canada has a broad range of tnhouse

and contract research and denonstration program to expedite the

advancement and application of fluidized bed combustion technology in

the industrial and utility sectors tn Canada. A pilot-scale circulating

fluidized bed contoustion (CFBC) research facility has been built at the

Combustion and Carbonization Research Laboratory (CCRL) at CAI-tt-IET's

Bells Comers Coirplex as a part of the inhouse R and D program. This

state-of-the-art facility is suitable for testing a wide variety of

solid and heavy liquid fuels and combustible industrial vraste products.

In conjunction with the existing bubbling FBC"research facility, it

will be used to generate data base on the combustion performance of

various Canadian fuels, useful for predicting optimum design of full-

scale units.

PIL3T-SCALE RESEARCH FACILITY

The major conponents of CCRL's CFBC are sho\vn tn Fig. 1. It

conprises mainly a combustor, hot cyclone, inclined L-valve, flue gas
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cooler, baghouse, fuel and lunestone changijTg and feed systems, and
forced and induced draft blowers.

CO:-!BUSTOR AI'?D CYCLOl'-IE

Tne conibustor is 7 ra high having an id of 405 JTCT snd a cross-

sectional area of 0. 13 m2 it is refractory- lijied to allow operation

up to 1100°C. Four retractable bayonet t^-ps cooling tubes penetrating
the combustor roof permit the control of comb-jstor tffrperature at

various heat i^put rates and superficial gas velocities. Varying the

penetration depth and the numter of tubes pemuts heat extraction to be

varied from o to 65% of thermal input.

The air distributor consists of a plate 17 mn thick x 305 ircn dia.-n

fitted with eighteen 25. 4 mm diam. pipes vhich serve as bubble caps.
The primary and secondary air is supplied by a forced draft blower

havijig a capacity of 1300 m3 at 70 kPag. There is provision to supply
secondary air to the combustor at five different elevations. An 1800

MJ/h startup burner fired with propane or natural gas is provided to

preheat the combustor with mildly fluidized solids to the ignition
tenperature of the test fuel.

The cyclone also refractory- li^ed for operation at up to 1100°C,
has an id of 600 mm. It is connected to the coinbustor via a short

refractory- lined duct and an expansion joint, me solids captured in
the cyclone are recirculated to the combustor by means of an inclined

L-valve. Purge air can be supplied at any one oi more of the five

locations on the L-valve to initiate, maintain and control the
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recirculation of solic3s.

FLL-E GAS COOLER

Flue ess editing t^e c-yclone passes into a water-to^-ss plste-and-

shell-t^-re heat e>:ch£n9cr via a refractory lined duct. Tns heat

exchanger is designed to cool the flue gss to 175°C at r.5>:L-iu^ heat

input rate. It is so desicned that 50% of t-he cooling surface can be

isolated pennitting operation st lo'.-.' loads without e>:cessive flue gas

cooling.

2AGHOUSE

Tne cooled flue gas from the heat exchanger is ducted to a

baghouse. An air to cloth ratio of 2. 5:1, selected to pro-^ide ajnple

capacity to handle high dust loadtr^s. The baghouse product can either

bs collected in a barrel or recycled pneumatically into the lo->-;er

secfcipn of the conibustcr to inprove the sorbent utilization and

combustion efficiency. Ihe flue gas from the baghouse is evAsusted to

the atmosphere by ineans of an induced draft fan and a stack.

FUEL JWD SORBET FEED SYSTE3-I

The fuel and sorbent feed systems are designed to load the

feedstocks into their respective bins and inject them into the

combustor v.+iile controlling and monitoring the feed rates. A bucket
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elevator charges the fuel into the fuel bin. Tne fuel then flo-^s, via a

vibrating bin discharger to a variable speed weigh feeder v.hich meters

and controls the fuel feed rate. An air lock valve on the discharge

side of the . feeder prevents the backflow of ccmbustion asses and

delivers the fuel to a screw conveyor.

The sorbent is charged into the sorbent bin by neans of a vacuum

type pneumatic conveying system v;ith bag filters and a Q.-clone. Sorbent

flow is controlled by a variable speed screw pre feeder and metered by a

constant speed weigh feeder. The sorbent bin also has a vibrating

discharger. As tn the fuel feed system a rotary sir lock valve at the

discharge end of the weigh feeder isolates the weigh feeder from the

backfla^ of ccsribustion gases and delivers the sortent to the sajne screw

conveyor v.;hich accepts the fuel.

The feeistocks from the screw conveyor are fed into the conibustor

at about 400 mm above the air nozzles via a 100 mm diam inclined feed

chute. The chute is purged with ccsnbustion air to offset the effect of

combustor bactoressure and assist the flcrrf of the feedstocte.

Alternatively, the feedstocks from the screw conveyor can be discharged

into a water cooled screw v.+iich would convey the feedstocks directly

into the combustor at about 1. 52 m above the air nozzles.

INSTRUI'ENIATION AlCl CONTROL

The instrument system is designed to monitor and extract all

urportant data and record automatically on a data logger, chart

recorders and on a floppy disk using a data acquisition system. The
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temperatures and pressures at strategic locations throughout the rig

will be monitored using thermocouples and pressure transducers

respectively. The air flow rates will be measured by orifice plates and

the vater flo;-/ rates will be measured using electronic turbine flo-. -/

meters.

The flue gas will be monitored continuously for concentrations of

00, CO-^, SO^, NOx snd O^.

Tnere will be ti-.'o basic types of controls; tnterlocktng and

modulating. logic control will provide interlocte for the startuo

burner, forced and induced draft fans, fuel and sorbent feeders,

airlock valves and screw conveyors. I-Jodulating control will regulate

the fuel and sorbent rate, fuel-to-air ratio, secondar^-to-total-air

ratio, sorbent-to-fuel ratio, system draft, cooling water flo-rf and

torperature.

SWMKRY

The capabilities of the CFBC at CCRL are suramarized in Table 1. it

has excellent flexibility in terms of input conditions as well as

canprehensive instrumentation, measurenent and control capabilities. -It

is a po-^erful tool for fostering the rapid iwlementation of CFBC and

to meet challenges presented by the need to utilize new and low grade
fuels and sorbents i^tiile meeting increasingly stringent environmental
enassion regulations.
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PARAI-ETER RANGE

n.Tui

Con-bustion TQT!D.

Heat Input

E>:cess 0^

Superficial vel.

Ca/S Molar P^tio

Frlriary Air

Secondary Air

Loopseal Air

Cooling Tute Area

1, 100 °C

0. 8 Iw.t

2 - 10%

2-8 P/s

2.5

35 - 80%

20 - 65%

0-5%

0 - 3 ra2

* OOTEUI

C»2
co

NOx

S02

Solid Streams

Ash

Sorbent

Bed Solids

10 - 18%

100 - 1, 500 ppra

50 - 300 ppm

50 - 7, 000 ppm

75 - 100%

0 - 30%

0 - 10%

* output pars^fiters will be dependant on fuel composition
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